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The Champion City Greenhouses Trade List

Springfield, Ohio

The Prices in this List Cancel All Previous Lists.

This List Holds Good During the Months of January, February and March

The Good & Reese Co., Proprietors.

The Largest Rose Growers in the World.
When In Need of Roses

VISITORS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME.

We make the growing of Roses a specialty, and carry an immense stock of them, having OVER TWO MILLIONS now on hand. You are invited to inspect this stock. Our aim is to give value for value. We wish to merit the full confidence of every customer we serve. It is this method of dealing that has built our trade up in the few years we have been in business, until to-day we handle more Roses and Plants than any two firms in the United States. We have upwards of fifty large greenhouses filled to overflowing with choice Roses, Plants and Bulbs of all kinds. We invite correspondence on large orders.

CONDITIONS OF SALE OF PLANTS.—The plants named are offered at the rates quoted, provided that not less than FIVE of each variety are taken. No order will be filled from Plant List for a less amount than two dollars. All goods are sent by express unless otherwise especially ordered. No charge for boxes or packing.

PLANTS PREPAID BY EXPRESS.

TO PATRONS in California and other far-off points, we make a specialty of packing plants so as to make the expressage light, the expressage when prepaid being 8 cents per pound. So, if you wish to avoid the expressage, when the rate is high, add one-fifth additional to your remittance and we will prepay same through to destination. Safe arrival always guaranteed.

PLANTS BY FREIGHT.—Perishable plants sent by freight are at the risk of the purchaser.

REMITTANCE should be made either in the form of Money Order, Bank Draft, Express Order or Registered Letter. Remittances in any other way are entirely at the sender’s risk.

UNKNOWN CORRESPONDENTS.—Orders from unknown correspondents must be accompanied by the cash, or satisfactory reference. If ordered sent C. O. D., one-fourth the value of the stock called for must be remitted with the order. We make no deviation from this rule, as at the very low rate offered we cannot afford to run any risk. This rule will be strictly adhered to.

NEW EXPRESS RATE.—Remember, on plants Florists have the benefit of the new special plant rate of twenty per cent discount from the general merchandise rate. Our express agents are glad to bill out all our boxes at this new rate. See that no mistake is made at your end of the line. The express charges do not need to be prepaid to secure this reduction.

Address THE GOOD & REESE COMPANY,
Champion City Greenhouses, Springfield, Ohio.

LARGEST ROSE GROWERS IN THE WORLD

THE BEST OF THIS YEAR’S NEW ROSES.

ADA CARMODY.
This Rose resembles Madame Abel Chatenay. The color is a warm, soft pink. A very attractive Rose. $1.00 per dozen.

AURORA.
The flower resembles in shape a high-built Chrysanthemum. The color is light pink. A very pleasing shade. $1.00 per dozen.

ALBERT STOPFORD.
This is an improved Bon Silene. Color dark crimson rose. A very vigorous, free-blooming variety. $1.00 per dozen.

CLIMBING BELLE SIEBRECHT.
Identical with Belle Siebrecht, except that it is a vigorous climber. Its delicate, bright pink flowers measure five to six inches in diameter. A gem. $1.50 per dozen.

DUCHESS D’ARENBERG.
This Rose resembles that charming variety Grace Darling, having the same delicate shades, but with the advantage over that variety in its being a more vigorous grower. $1.00 per dozen.

GARDENIA.
A novelty which must not be confused with Manda’s Hybrid Wichuraiana. This is one of the prettiest and daintiest of garden Roses. It is fine in foliage; very free in bloom. Its buds are slender and pointed, as they open showing a fresh pink center surrounded by snowy white. The open flower recurs its petals, which are of heavy texture, and its form is like a Cape Jasmine, hence its name. The open flower is the purest paper white. A free grower and very free in bloom. $1.00 per dozen.

JOHANNA WESSENHOF.
This is the finest grand bedding yellow Rose. It is a deep golden yellow, and is such a grand bedding Rose that it is already called by some the Bedding Perle. It is certainly fine. $2.00 per dozen.

META.
This is a grand, high-colored variety. It has all the different shades of color, with a few additions, that Luciole has. Coppery yellow, suffused with pink and crimson. $1.00 per dozen.

MADAME E. DURANTHIN.
This is one of the most unique colored Roses in existence. It combines the delicate shades of Princess Beatrice with the more ruddy coloring of Madame Margotin. This is indeed a beauty. $1.50 per dozen.

MADAME BOULET.
A very delicate pink-colored Rose. Somewhat of the Testout type. $1.09 per dozen.
MADAME HUSSON.
A light-colored Rose with yellow center, like Madame Caroline Testout, only deeper and richer. **$1.00 per dozen.**

PIERRE MIGNON.
A very delicate shade of light pink. Has decided merits. **$1.00 per dozen.**

MARQUIS LITTA, or No. 19.
The Grandest Rose in Our Whole Book.
This is a new French forcing Rose. It is by all odds the very best new Rose that has been introduced in years. It resembles it color American Beauty. Buds and flowers of the largest size. It is a strong, vigorous grower producing its handsome buds and flowers on long stems. It forces equal to Bride or Bridesmaid. Never comes "off color" or with misshaped buds. This is the nearest approach to the ideal forcing Rose. Don't fail to try this grand variety. **$2.50 per dozen.**

PSYCHE, THE NEW RAMBLER ROSE.
Received the award of merit of the Royal Horticultural Society of England. A cross between Crimson Rambler and the Polyantha Rose Golden Fairy. In growth and habit it much resembles Crimson Rambler. The flowers are produced in clusters of eight to thirty-five and are two to two and a half inches across when fully expanded. The color is white, suffused with salmon rose and pink; with yellow base to the petals. A real companion to Cluson Rambler. The horticultural press of England gives it very flattering comment as described at the various exhibitions. **$1.00 per dozen.**

QUEEN OLGA OF GREECE.
This Rose comes to us very highly praised. So far we have failed to detect what these merits are. It may be grown with a longer acquaintance. The color is light pink. **$1.00 per doz.**

SOUV. DE MD. EUGENE COUVIN.
We think highly of this Rose. It is a fine grower and free bloomer. Flowers when open flat. It combines shades of white and yellow in pleasing harmony, with center of flower deeper yellow. Very desirable. **$1.50 per dozen.**

SUNRISE.
The most gorgeous Rose of its class yet introduced. This has made a sensation in England and taken first honors wherever shown. In close bud form it shows the high, brilliant colors seen only in the Austrian Copper, scarlet and yellow. As it opens the color deepens, the scarlet turning darker red, the yellow deepening to a rich sunburst, all the buds show orange and copper, the inside of the petals golden yellow. The open Rose is large and most beautiful. The color of bud and of bloom is a perfect golden form. The foliage is glossy and thick, the new growths being green and the old ones a rich chestnut brown. The crust and color of bud, its freedom of growth and bloom will give sunrise a high place among forcing Roses. A novelty is earnestly wished for bloomers and is of the highest quality. **50 cents each; $3.00 per dozen.**

MRS. MAWLEY.
This grand variety embodies so many good qualities that it is difficult to describe it. We could say no more in its praise than that it is like Madame Brouche, only several shades lighter in color. **$1.00 per dozen.**

**Roses Our Specialty.**

SOME OF THE NEWER ROSES.

Baldwin.

ANTOINE RIVOIRE.
A handsome new Rose of vigorous habit of growth, with large, full, Camellia-shaped flowers. Color rose flesh, on a yellow ground, shaded with a border of carmine. Flowers five inches in diameter. A remarkable variety of great worth. **60 cents per dozen.**

ADMARIL DEWEY.
In color this is among the most beautiful of pink Roses, a delicate daybreak blush, clear and distinct and very captivating, nothing weak or waxy in color. It is a sport from Madame Caroline Testout, is more vigorous in habit and a very free bloomer. Like Testout, the flowers are very perfect in form, a little lacking in fullness when fully expanded, forces finely and is very fragrant; a fine cold weather Rose of enormous size. **$1.00 per dozen; $6.00 per hundred.**

BARDOU JOB. The Saucer Rose.
This is not, strictly speaking, a new Rose, but its merits have only been discovered in the past year. It is scarce, and will be so for some time to come. It is a semi-climbing habit, being quite vigorous and strong. The foliage is large and leathery. The flowers are very large, and resemble a saucer in shape, semidouble. The color is the deepest, richest crimson of all Roses. We know of nothing in the Rose family so rich in color. A well grown bunch of these Roses will startle you. **60 cents per dozen.**

CLIMBING PAUL NEYRON
(Madame Wagron.)—A grand new Rose. Paul Neyron has always been known as the largest Rose extent. In Climbing Paul Neyron we have this large size, coupled with its bright, fresh pink color that no Rose excels. And it is also a true perpetual bloomer. The finest of all climbers. This Rose is a wonder. Be sure to try it. **60 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.**

BEAUTE INCONSTANTE.
A Most Wonderful Rose.
This new ever-blooming Rose from France is very remarkable in many respects, but the most notable is its ability to change its color. We have seen bunches of this wonderful variety bearing at the same time coppery yellow, deep rose, blush pink, mottled yellow and apricot, light and dark crimson. These beautiful colors will sometimes be mottled in a single flower. A plant of this beautiful Rose when in full bloom presents a sight that is at once novel and pleasing. The buds and flowers are large, delightfully fragrant, and, as may be imagined, are exceptionally beautiful. It is a Tea Rose, and is, therefore, a constant bloomer. Its fragrance is delicious, and its being a vigorous grower makes it valuable for garden culture. This Rose produces a sensation wherever seen, and will, without doubt, hold the list as a charming novelty for years to come. **60 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.**

BALDWIN.
One of the most remarkable Roses of recent date, as strong growing as the best of the Hybrid Perpetuals, with large, handsome foliage, flowers of perfect form and largest size, which is equalled in profusion by no other Rose of its size that we have seen. The color is bright, glowing carmine, and if this Rose were constant in shade it would outrank all others of its color. Its one and only defect is that at times it comes off color. The bud is long and elegantly pointed; it is as sweet as a June Rose. **50 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.**
CORONET. The Sweetest, Largest, and Freest-Blooming Hybrid Tea Rose in Cultivation.

It is a cross between that superb variety Paul Neyron and Bon Silene, two grand old favorites. Coronet is a true ever-blooming Hybrid Tea, identical in form and size with Paul Neyron. No description or illustration can do justice to the remarkable beauty and splendor of its flowers. They are grand in every way. From the time the plant is four inches in height it blooms steadily, bearing in unbroken continuity, on good, stiff stems, magnificent large flowers that are perfect; the fragrance is strong, and the color is absolutely unlike any Rose we know. In the bud the color is deep, rich carmine, which, as the flowers open, lightens to a soft, clear pink, with a magnificent, velvety texture. It is a very strong, vigorous plant. The fragrances is simply delicious. In flower and foliage it resembles Paul Neyron; while in vigor of growth the Bon Silene blood is shown. It is a strong, healthy grower, forming a compact bush. In the open ground, where it is hardy, it does splendidly, commencing to bloom early in the season and continuing until severe freezing weather. Slight protection during Winter will be beneficial. Probably the most valuable and satisfactory Rose for general cultivation sent out for many years. 60 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.

THE BURBANK ROSE. A Perfectly Hardy, New, Ever-Blooming Rose.

This lovely Rose was raised by Mr. Luther Burbank of California, known the world over as the "Wizard of Horticulture," and is the only variety out of seventy-five thousand cross-bred seedlings which he raised that he was willing should bear his name. The Rose is the only rival that the famous variety Crimson Climber has of ours to offer in points of beauty and perfection. It is perfectly adapted for both outdoor planting and in pots in the green house. It is a strong, vigorous grower, making well rounded, bushy plants. The Burbank Rose is perfectly hardy, and will stand our severe winter weather. This rose has a decided point in its favor over so many of our lovely Roses, they being too tender to withstand the extreme cold. The Burbank can be planted anywhere. The Burbank is without doubt the finest and most perfect Rose in cultivation. It commences to bloom when only a few inches high, and blooms throughout the season until stopped by freezing weather. The flowers are double, three inches across, the whole flower is most pleasing to the eye, and the blossoms are delightful fragrant. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CLARA WATSON.

A free-blooming Tea Rose of English origin with many distinct features. The flowers are very graceful, resembling Bridesmaid in form, and are produced in remarkable profusion. For freedom of bloom this variety is especially valuable. The buds are very beautiful, and are supported on long stems, making it desirable for cutting. The color is salmon pink, very difficult to describe. Will take a place among the best Roses. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CARMINE PILLAR. (The Butterfly Rose.)

Hardy climber. The flower is from three and a half to four inches across, of the brightest possible rose carmine, and produced very abundantly. The display lasts for several weeks. Quite hardy. One of the very finest of ornamental shrubby Roses, as of the freest growth. It is so dainty and graceful as to be given the name of the Butterfly Rose. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

New Hardy, CLIMBING Crimson Rose, WOOTTON.

To our mind this is one of the best Roses in this book, for these reasons: It is hardy, has no weak spots, grows with wonderful vigor, blooms continually throughout the growing season, producing flowers that are nothing less than superb, both in beauty and in fragrance. These we think are the points that make a good Rose, and in this variety we have one. It is a sport from that famous Rose, Souv. de Wootton, and is identical with it except that it is a strong, rampant climber, growing in one season to a height of 10 to 15 feet, and producing in wonderful profusion its superbly formed flowers, which are bright magenta red, passing to violet crimson, richly shaded. The flowers are large, full and regular, with thick, leather petals, and deliciously scented. Makes beautiful buds. As an outdoor climbing Rose, it will take front rank because of its hardness, strong growth and freedom of bloom. A well developed bush covered with finely formed flowers is beautiful beyond anything we have ever seen. Truly this is magnificent and valuable new Rose. 60 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.
Grand New Velvety Red Rose,  
CLIMBING METEOR.  

The brightest colored of all Roses. It has been called a Perpetual Blooming, Climbing General Jacquemont. All who know “Gen. Jack” will call to mind its beautiful, high-colored, rich, velvety red buds and flowers. Climbing Meteor is the same of all red Climbers sold. It is a free, persistent bloomer and will make a growth of from ten to fifteen feet in a season. In bloom all the time, as it is a true ever-bloomer. We do not hesitate to place it at the head of the list of all Roses for Summer blooming, as it will make a strong growth, and is literally loaded with its deep, rich red flowers all the time. Its flowers are much larger than Meteor and are richer in color. It is just the Rose to train up to the veranda or around windows, where its great beauty will show up to advantage. Don’t fail to plant one of these marvelous Meteor, 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

EMpress of CHINA.  
The Apple Blossom Rose.  

This is a new, hardy climber that possesses great merit. It is a strong, rampant grower, and a very free bloomer. Flowers of good size, from pointed buds, soft red, turning lighter as it develops; blooms from May to December in the open ground. It will, in our estimation, become a standard variety for florists’ use to bloom in pots for market purposes, as it is such a fine and persistent bloomer. Introduced from China. 50 cents per dozen; $8.50 per hundred.

Enchantress.  

This variety belongs among the leaders. It blooms with astonishing freedom, bearing its large, globular, double flowers in immense clusters. It is as free blooming as any Rose in our collection. The color is creamy white, slightly tinted with buff in the center. Of vigorous growth, fine foliage and highly valuable, both in pots for late Autumn and Winter blooming and as a filling plant for general planting in open ground during the Summer. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

Francis Dubreuil.  

This is a grand new, red Rose. The color is a deep, vivid crimson, with rich, velvety shading. Fine for open ground planting. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Ferdinand Jamain.  

A strong, vigorous grower and free bloomer of the Hybrid Tea class. Flowers large, full and globular, Color rose carmine, shaded with salmon. The center of the Rose is light, while the color graduates and deepens to its very tips, resembling a halo of glory. 75 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

Golden Gate.  
The Great Forcing Rose.  

This variety, while not new, has recently attracted considerable attention, and is considered by many of our most valuable double Winter-flowering Roses now grown. It does best in a temperature that grows fine April and May. Under favorable conditions its shape closes are often as large as American Beauty, and are borne on strong, heavy canes, stiff as reeds. When well grown it of its exquisite color—shell pink, shading to creamy flesh on outer petals. This Rose has been grown quite largely in the vicinity of Washington, D.C., where it has been received with great favor. It is a favorite with both grower and retailer, and commands the highest price of any Tea Rose. In bloom all year. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Gruss an Teplitz.  

As a bedding Rose this is one of the finest and most useful varieties we ever sent out. Many of our customers who bought it past Spring are realizing its value and singing its praises. It will take rank with Hermosa or Soupert. The color is brightest scarlet, shading to deep, rich, velvety crimson. It is very fragrant. The freest grower and the most profuse bloomers of any ever-blooming Rose. The richness of color produced is wonderful, and the foliage is extremely beautiful, all the young growth being a bronzy plum color. A queen among scarlet bedding. It is a perfect sheet of richest crimson scarlet all Summer. It will undoubtedly supersede Agrippina, Queen’s Scarlet, and others of this class. 60 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

General Robert E. Lee.  

This is the first Rose that we have introduced, and we are sure it will please all who try it. It is in the true orange yellow, after the style of Ma Capucine, only richer and better. It is a good grower, has elongated, long buds borne off in large stems, and will produce more buds than any Rose we know of. It color is much larger and richer in color than any other, which will make it a useful Rose for Winter forcing. The color is so peculiar and rich that it attracts attention cannot fail to be seen. Try it. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

Helene.  
The New Rambler.  

A seedling from Crimson Rambler originated by a famous German rosarian, from whom we obtained the best and sturdiest planters larger than those of Crimson Rambler, nearly double, and borne in clusters of twelve to fifty. Color such a free and persistent bloomer, yellowish white at base of petals. Author pure yellow and numerous. Habit full as strong as Crimson Rambler, but more graceful. Foliage like Crimson Rambler. Hardy, 10 cents each; 50 cents per doz; $3.00 per hundred.

Helene Cambier.  

This lovely coppery yellow Hybrid Tea Ever-blooming Rose will fill a long-felt want, from the fact that everybody has been looking and longing for a rose that will flower all summer with vigorous hardiness with rich color and free-blooming qualities. This Helene Cambier does it. It is a new variety, and holds its flowers up to the highest grade ever-blooming Roses, both for Summer and Winter blooming. There are free and persistent bloomer, flowers of splendid substance and a delightful shade of deep, rich, coppery yellow. In extreme heat comes a deep amber color. The buds are full and firm, lasting a long time when cut. As the flowers expand the center of the Rose discloses depths of golden yellow, with light orange tints, while the older petals lessen to lemon yellow, giving a combination of tints and tones unsurpassed in their beauty. Without question this is a charming Rose for the garden. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

Lady Dorothea.  
The Greatly Improved Sunset.  

One of the most beautiful of Roses. Color hard to describe, but perfection in tint. It is a sport from Fer de L’Etampes, and is a lovely mingling of pink and coppery buff. A warm, bright color, but lacking the coppery red found in Sunset. A very distinct and valuable variety. The finest of the Ferre family. Foliage as handsome as the flower. Fine for forcing. 50 cents per dozen; $6.00 per hundred.

Mrs. Robt Peary.  

Or Climbing Kaiserin.—This is without doubt the grandest of all white climbing Roses. It is the first and only truly white climbing Rose, and as such meets a demand that has never before been supplied. Small plants bloom continuously the first season, but as the Kaiserin Augusta Victoria, does. It is as hardy as any Hybrid Perpetual or Rose Rose, and will withstand, unprotected, the most severe winters. It is a rapid grower, without a weak spot, growing to perfection in open ground and throwing up handsome shoots ten to fifteen feet high in a single season. The flowers are something grand. They are the equal of the finest and most beautiful cut-flower. Yet very of splendid substance. They are extra large, full, deep

Mrs. Robert Peary.  

See description, page 0.
and double, and are produced on long, stiff stems, like a forcing rose. The flowers are large, long and pointed, exquisitely modeled and gracefully finished. Both in bud and flower it is truly beautiful. It has a fragrance that is delicious, just like a flower, and can keep it for a long time. If you want a quick-growing, absolutely hardy, climbing, sure-to-bloom Rose, one that will give you flowers this season, this is the only white variety that will do. Do not forget this wonderful variety. Its magnificent flowers, freedom of bloom and healthy growth will astonish you. This is the creation of a Climbing Rose 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**MAID OF HONOR.**

The Brighter Bridesmaid.

Advertised as Miss Clara Barton. This grand sport from Bridesmaid originated with the Hoffmeisters of Ohio. They say that in bloom of the last two years, we are able to state—first. That its color is a rich, glowing pink, richer than Bridesmaid. 2d. That it is an excellent keeper, and sells over Bridesmaid. 3d. That it is a Climbing Rose, and will bloom in a very fine flower, and will do the same as a Climbing Rose 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**MURIEL GRAHAM.**

Forcing Rose.

The celebrated Rose which the Washington, D.C., society people have used almost exclusively during the past season, but in their social events. This is a wonderfully strong, healthy growing variety, with rich, bright foliage. A grand bedding Rose, as it is a profuse flowerer and continuous bloomer. Flowers large and full, petals recurved and of a beautiful crimson rose, shaded with rose vermillion and tinged with salmon; the base of the petals is very highly colored, being a combination of the foregoing shades strongly accentuated. This will undoubtedly make a fine garden Rose because of its substance and hardness.

The flowers are borne on long stems, so that it is exceedingly adapted for vases of cut flowers 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**MOSELLA, OR YLOW SOUPERT.**

Moisella is a stronger grower, flowers a little larger than Clothilde Soupert, but appear the same way in clusters and on single stems. The color is a clear white, stronger in the center, getting creamy white on the edges of the petals, and will make a grand bedder and perfectly hardy. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**PRINCESS VENOSA.**

A strong grower, producing a long bud, flower large and beautifully formed. Color anclen yellow, with shades of carmine. A most remarkable combination of colors. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**PRESIDENT CLEVELAND, or Climbing Marie Guillot. A Glorious New Rose.**

This Rose has been grown around Houston, Texas, for several years under the name of President Cleveland. If you have never seen Marie Guillot growing at its best in the open ground, you cannot conceive of the beauty of this rose. This Rose is very fragrant, having the attractive fragrance of the wild rose. It will bloom the whole year around, and will make a splendid addition to any Rose garden. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**PRINCESS ALICE DE MONACO.**

A most charming new ever-blooming climber that will take prominence for summer bedding, as its habit is perfection, strong, upright growth, with clean, healthy foliage. The flowers are produced in wonderful profusion on long, straight shoots, are deliciously fragrant, large and double, beautiful to the center and of fine form, so that perfect flowers may be had during the hottest summer days. The coloring is exquisite, a creamy white on the middle, with a tinge of pink and a light brownish rose on the edges. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**Mrs. Robert Garret.**

See illustration, page 5.

A beautiful, large Rose of exquisite shape, finish and blending of colors. It was raised by Mr. John Cook of Baltimore, Md., the result of a cross between Sombreuil and Madame Caroline. It is a very strong grower, and has a high center, getting white on the edges of the petals, and will make a grand bedder and perfectly hardy. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.
years. It is superb in every way. The flowers are large, full and double, exquisitely shaped, with heavy, thick, velvety petals. The buds are wonderfully beautiful—long and pointed like Nippecos—perfection in every line. The color is a new, delicate rose blush, shaded a trifle deeper at center of flower. Fragrance delicious, strong grower and free bloomer; has no weak point; it will become one of the most popular of all Roses. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

SOUVENIR DE MADAME EUGÈNE VERDIER.

This is one of the grandest Roses in this book. It is a very strong, free grower, throwing up strong, erect canes. Every shoot is crowded with a large, full, deep, double flower of exquisite shape and color, on golden yellow, shading to yellow. Beyond question this is a superb Rose, and one that will draw forth exclamations of admiration from all who see it. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

SOUVENIR DE JEANNE CABAUD.

We pronounce this to be without question one of the finest Roses in this book. It is one of the really grand varieties. The flowers are extra large, full, very deep and double; of great substance and is perfectly shaped. Color superb, outer petals coppery yellow, center apricot and canary. Simply grand. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

SOUVENIR DE CATHERINE GUILLOT.

An extra fine variety, producing a long, pointed bud of the color of the Austrian copper. The open flower is large and full, and a wonderful combination of color. Very fragrant and a fine and easy grower. 50c per doz.; $3.50 per hundred.

AUGUSTINE GUINNOISEAU,
Or WHITE LA FRANCE.

If you were to ask us to select six of the very finest Roses for you, we should be sure to include this one in the six. It is identical with La France, except in color. It is pearly white, sometimes tinted with pink. Don’t fail to get this new Rose. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

AUGUSTINE HALEM.

One of the prettiest and sweetest of all Red Roses. It is a beauty. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

BON SILÈNE.

Grown by every florist for its highly colored buds. Dark crimson rose, often changing to crimson. 50c per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

BRIDESMAID.

The pink sport from Catherine Mermet. It is a stronger grower than its parent, has handsome foliage, is shorter jointed, and the flowers are a much livelier pink. A grand variety, and the popular pink Rose ever introduced, and the best seller. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

BERTHA CLAVEL.
Or STRIPED MALMAISON.

A striped sport from old Souvenir de Malmaison. Color a cream white, with rose center, reverse of this pink. striped and tinged rose. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

BEAUTY OF STAPLEFORD.

Color a clear, bright pink, shading to a bright, rose crimson. It makes large and beautiful buds and is a constant and profuse bloomer. 50c per doz.; $1.50 per hundred.

WHITE MAMAN COCHET,
OR PRISCILLA.

The Charming New White Tea Rose.

Another new American Rose, but as widely different from all other white Roses as one can well imagine. It belongs to the Tea class, being a child of that grandest of bedding or outdoor Roses, Maman Cochet, and is hardy here in the north. It is splendid in Winter. Its habit is exceedingly strong and upright, like its parent, and it possesses the same large, beautiful, healthy foliage, and is a most profuse and constant bloomer. The flowers, full, round, of enormous size, remarkably round and full, pure, clear, snowy white throughout, and are delightful Tea scented. This is the finest and most reliable white bedding Rose yet produced, and should be planted by everybody. By planting a few plants of it, anyone can have the very finest Roses for cutting and for use in vases, upon altar, dining table, in parlor, etc., all Summer and Autumn. Without doubt it is the largest white Rose, both in bud and flower. No other Rose of its color approaches it in size. Its blossoms are larger than usual. This Rose will be sure to please all who plant it. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

WHITE BOUGÈRE.

A sport from that famous old variety Bongere. For open ground planting it has no superior. The flowers are unusually large, deep, full, and healthy, and are borne throughout the season in great abundance. The color is a pure ivory white, and a particularly choice good Rose for general planting. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CLOTH OF GOLD, OR CHROMATELLA.

A clear golden yellow, large, very full and double, highly fragrant. Highly prized in the South for pillars and verandahs. We have the true variety, as this is sometimes sold for Cloth of Gold. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

COMTESSE DE FRINGUEUSE.

The color is a deep golden yellow, with a soft shade inside of petal. As a yellow Rose this takes rank next to Marmel Niel. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

CHARLES LEGRADY.

Color a fine chamois red, richly shaded with violet crimson, very fragrant, and a constant bloomer. Extra fine. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

CLOTHILDE SOUCHET.

Its color is a pearl white, with a vivid carmine rose center, which fades after a little, leaving the Rose almost white. It is a constant bloomer, quite fragrant, and cannot fail to be a splendid market plant for growing in bush. It is a choice variety. In addition to its suitability for market purposes, it will be very useful to the cut-flower worker, forming, as it does, nice sprays of open flowers and half open buds, 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

CATHERINE MERMET.

This is a beautiful clear flesh color, with the same silvery lustre seen in La France. Large, full, well formed, very beautiful in bud, still one of the finest and best forcing Roses, 50c per doz.; $3.50 per hundred.

CORNELIA COOK.

The flowers are one of the purest, snowiest white, and arranged in the most faultless and symmetrical manner. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.


**CHRISTINE DE NOUE,**

Or DOUBLE PAPA GONTIER.

The buds are long and finely pointed, the color a clear, rich maroon or deep purplish red, passing to lake, center sometimes streaked slivery white. Petals finely imbricated and the flowers deliciously sweet. More valuable than Papa Gontier, as fine a color, forces as well, has a larger bud, and is perfectly double. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

**COUNTESS EVA STARHEMBERG.**

The bud is long in form, opening into a fine double flower of great beauty and heavy texture. Color creamy yellow, shading to ochre at the center, borders of petals touched with rose. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

**CHAMPION OF THE WORLD.**

It is quite hardy, and possesses that delicious, old-fashioned rose fragrance so much sought after in an ever-blooming variety. For a pot Rose it has no equal. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**CROWN PRINCESS VICTORIA.**

WHITE MALMAISON.

New. The color is a pure waxy snow white, sometimes has a lemon tint, and to those who desire a fine double flower when fully expanded, this will meet your wants, as it is very beautiful when full blown. Resembles that grand old Rose "Malmaison" in shape and fullness. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**DUCHESS OF ALBANY.**

A deep, sweet pink in color; not shaded, but what is called a solid color. Ladies prefer it on account of its beautiful color to any other Rose for personal adornment, as it shows up against either light or dark dress goods to a charming advantage. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**DUCHESS OF EDDINGURGH.**

A splendid Rose, producing very large buds of the most intense deep crimson. Its flowers freely, and is very vigorous. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**DEVONIENSIS.** Magnolia Rose.

A beautiful creamy white, with rose center, large, very full and delightfully sweet magnolia fragrance. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

**DUCHESS MARIE SALVATI.**

Color a fine chrome orange, with shadings of rosy flesh; the center pure saffron. Frequently the flowers come a perfectly clear saffron yellow, with no shading. Sweet violet scented. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

**DR. GRILL.**

This is being forced, and with good results. The color is a coppery yellow of the finest type, and very beautiful. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

**DUCHESS DE BRABANT,** or Comtesse de LaBarthe.

This Rose combines exquisite perfume, beautiful coloring, and matchless profusion of flowers and foliage. How shall we describe its coloring? A soft, light rose, with a heavy shading of amber salmon. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

**ERNEST METZ.**

Color rosy carmine, with the color heightened in the center. Variety extra. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**ETOILE DE LYON.**

This is considered one of the finest yellow bedding Roses for outside planting. It is, moreover, one of the hardiest in the Tea section. It blooms freely, and every flower is a gem. It equals Marechal Niel in size, on strong bushes. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

**EMPEROR EUGENIE.**

One of the sweetest of all pink Roses. It is a prime favorite in the far South. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

**HENRY M. STANLEY.**

The color is a rare shade of amber rose, delicately tinged with apricot yellow towards the center. Reverse of petals clear buff rose. The flowers are of good substance, extra large, finely formed, and very full and fragrant. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

**HERMOSA.**

An old favorite. It is always in bloom and always beautiful. The flowers are cupped, finely formed and full. Color the most pleasing shade of pink, soft, but deep. The best market Rose grown. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

**ISABELLA SPRUNT.**

A canary yellow, very free bloomer, literally lavishing its large, beautiful buds. Fragrant, strong-growing, and requires but little attention. 50c per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.
J. B. VARONNE.
Color a soft China rose, changing to bright deep carmine of every shade. A good rose. and very sweet. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

KAISERIN AUGUSTA VICTORIA.
This is one of the grandest of all Roses. It is a strong, vigorous grower, producing buds and flowers of enormous size. Color purplish red. We have no hesitancy in saying that this rose is unequaled by any other variety in its color. It is a grand Winter bloomer, and is specially forced for cut flowers. A grand value. Rose of due account of its vigorous growth and hardiness, 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

LA FRANCE.
No variety can surpass it in delicate coloring—silver rose shades, with pink. It has a satin sheen over all its petals. It is universally regarded as the most useful of Roses, for it is hardy beyond question. It blooms continuously. 30 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

LETTY COLES.
This is one of the very sweetest and prettest Roses in our entire collection. The flower is of the largest size and very fragrant. The color is deep rose, touched with crimson. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

LUCIOLE.
Another good Rose, producing very long, pointed buds of a coppery color, suffused with pink and crimson. This Rose we recommend for its many good qualities. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

LEONIE OSTERIETH, OR WHITE SOUPERT.
We have given this Rose an extended trial, and believe there is no better white Rose grown. The buds are of good size, the flower full and double, and deliciously fragrant. Pure porcelain white, with deep center. In freedom of bloom this charming variety rivals the Polyantha. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

MADAME DE WATTEVILLE.
Color a beautiful creamy yellow, tinged with rosy blush; large, shell-like petals, having bright crimson-shaded border. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

MADAME A. VEYSET.
STRIPED LA FRANCE.
A magnificent new Rose, identical in every respect with its parent, La France, except in two particulars— it is much stronger in growth, and the flowers are beautifully striped and shaded a delicate white. The coloring is exquisite, and we think this Rose will please cut-flower buyers. It forces freely, and produces magnificent large buds and flowers. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

MADAME DE VATRY.
One of the brightest roses. We consider this splendid variety to be one of the very best and most satisfactory Roses for general planting, especially outdoors. The people in the South fairly rave over its great beauty. In New Orleans it is a favorite. Makes big, clean buds of great beauty and opens well, showing the large, full, double flowers to great advantage. The coloring is a reverse tone of silvery peach, reminds one of the delicate hues seen on the inside of the fairest deep sea shells—rosy flesh bathed in golden amber, broad, shell-like petals, bright and beautiful. In every way a fine Rose. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

MADAME ELIE LAMBERT.
The color is somewhat in the way of Madame de Watteville, but deeper. Rich creamy white, faintly tinted with pale golden yellow, and exquisitely bordered and shaded with soft rosy flesh, exceedingly beautiful and very sweet, petals large and of good substance, constant and profuse bloomer. A magnificent rose in every way. 50c per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

MEDEA.
Flowers a bright lemon, with canary yellow centers. Very full buds, with high centers, foliage dark and thick in color, 50 cents per dozen; $2.00 per hundred.

MADAME HOSTE.
It possesses all the requisites of a first-class forcing Rose, viz.: strong, vigorous growth, large, well-formed buds, freely produced. We believe this Rose to be one that will continue to assert its claims until it is as generally grown as Perle or Saphir.

MADAME HONORE DEFRESNE.
A valuable and exceedingly beautiful variety, flowers a clear golden yellow, very large, full and sweet, buds long and pointed, open well. First-class in every way. Probably the richest yellow Rose ever grown. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

MADAME JOSEPH SCHWARTZ.
A most useful variety for pot culture, and in every way desirable for market purposes. Good beeder, color white, beautifully flushed with pink. 50c per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

MADAME LAMBIARD.
Color a beautiful shade of rosy bronze, changing to salmon and fawn shades, with carmine buds and reverse of petals, giving a very pretty crimson. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

MADAME PERNET DUCHER.
A good, well-formed bud, quite large and of distinct shape and form. Color a light canary yellow. The first distinction is the slight, silvery shading. Of strong, good, robust growth, 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

MADAME SCHWALLER.
The color is a bright, rosy flesh, paler at the base of the petals and deepening on the edges. Apt to come in clusters, which are excellent for cutting. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

MADAME SCIPION COCHET.
Color a soft primrose yellow, with rose shadings. Deliciously sweet scented, and very unique in the size and shape of its buds. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

MAURICE ROUVIER.
Flowers of enormous size and quite double; splashed in clusters. Color a soft, tender rose, shaded and varied with red. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

MADAME MOISESLLE CECILE BERTHOD.
Most beautiful, both in bud and flower, which is deep golden yellow. In fact the deepest yellow in color of any Rose we grow. The foliage is very bright. This is a perfect, magnificent size and color. We grow of this variety alone over fifty thousand, which is evidence of how we prize it. Altogether a grand rose, and always in bloom. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

MADAME WELCH.
An extra fine variety, very large, double, and of beautiful, rounded form; a soft, pale yellow, somewhat shaded with outer petals of glowing orange and copper. Not to be forgotten if once seen. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

MARIE GUILLOT.
Splendid for cut-flower purposes in the Summer season. Grown largely for this purpose. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

MARECHAL ROBERT.
One of our best Roses. Pure white, tinged and shaded with rosy blush and lemon. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.
METER.

A velvety red, ever-blooming of the deepest glowing crimson, as fine as a hybrid. Flowers very double, and petals slightly recurving. A beautiful open Rose, a free bloomer, and promising well as a pot Rose. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**

**MADEMOISELLE FRANCISKA KRUGER.**

It is closely allied to Catherine Mermel, and resembles it in everything save color. In its shading of deep coppery yellow it stands unique and distinct from all others. The flower when open is of good size and very symmetrical. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**

**MARIN DINGEE.**

Deep, brilliant crimson, one of the darkest, if not the very darkest, richest colored Tea Roses in existence. **50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.**

**MARQUISE DE VIVENS.**

Here we have a beauty indeed. The flowers have a great depth and substance, and are of fine globular form, with broad, thick petals and large, finely shaped buds. The color is a bright carmine at the edge of the petals, soon graduating into light rose and becoming lost in the pale yellow of the center. A bright and showy Rose of the Tulip section, very highly colored and blooming without cessation. It would be difficult to imagine a more lovely Rose. **50 cents per dozen; $8.50 per hundred.**

**MARIE VAN HOUTTE.**

Pale yellow, edges of the petals often lined with Rose; well formed, fragrant and of good habit. Very free blooming, and in every respect a charming sort. **50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.**

**MONSIEUR FURTADO.**

Deep sulphur yellow, described by Mr. Elwanger as the best yellow pot Rose. It should be grown more largely, as it is excellent. Try it. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**

**PAPA GONTIER.**

The blooms are large and long, with thick, broad petals of dark carmine crimson. The inner petals are a bright rose carmine, and light up well at night. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**

**PIERRE GUILLOT.**

A bright, dazzling crimson, passing to brilliant carmine. Flowers large, very double and full, and highly scented. **50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.**

**PERLES DES JARDINS.**

Carmine, or golden yellow, flowers large and beautifully formed. Handsome in every stage of development, from the smallest to the open bud. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**

**PINK SOUVERT.**

A very fine Polyantha in the way of Clothilde Souvert, except color, which is a bright, clear pink. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**

**PRINCESS SAGAN.**

A strong-growing Rose, with small, closely set, dark foliage, and medium sized flowers of the brightest scarlet and velvety texture. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**

**RAINBOW.**

A beautiful pink Rose, streaked with crimson. One of the leading cut-flower Roses in San Francisco. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**

**SNOWFLAKE, Marie Lambert.**

This is a lovely white Rose, a pure Tea, but a foreign seedling, the few blooming white Rose we have seen. It will be especially useful in set designs. For a pot plant it cannot be excelled, as it possesses every quality of a pot Rose. We counted on one plant one hundred and four hundred buds and flowers in a single day, and the plant was only nine months old. It can be used in place of white Carnations for set pieces at an immense saving, because it can be bloomed profitably at one dollar per hundred buds. Not only will it cover twice and three times the space in a funeral design, for instance, that a Carnation covers, but it will give greater superior results. Try it. **50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.**

**SUNSET.**

The color is a remarkable shade of rich, golden amber, elegantly tinged and shaded with dark, russet copper, intensely beautiful, and resembling in color a splendid "afterglow." **50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.**

**SOMBREUIL.**

Beautiful white, tinged with delicate Rose. A very strong-growing border Rose, an old-time favorite. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**

**SOMMET.**

Beautiful white, tinged with delicate Rose. A very strong-growing border Rose, an old-time favorite. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**

**SOUVENIR DE WOOTTON.**

Color velvety red, equal to Jacquemont. It is a double Rose, and is good in bud, half open, or fully expanded. Full open flowers, frequently six inches in diameter. A most excellent Rose. **50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.**

**SOUVENIR D'UN AMI.**

A fine, delicate Rose, shaded salmon. One of the best pink Roses, and a good variety to force. **50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.**

**SOUVENIR DE LA MALMAISON.**

Always in demand. Everyone's favorite, and never enough to go around. Fine for private grounds, cemeteries and parks. **50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.**

**THE QUEEN.**

It is pure snow white, makes, good, finely formed buds, is quite full, showing the center but slightly when fully open. The petals are thick and of good substance, opens well, is very sweet and has proved valuable, both for forcing and open ground planting. **50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.**
TRIUMPH DE PERNET PERE.

The flowers are extra large, having broad, thick petals, and long, tapering buds, with delicious fragrance. Color a fine, clear magenta red, sometimes passing to a bright crimson. Striking and beautiful. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

THE BRIDE.

A lovely pure white, very fragrant Rose, admirably adapted for forcing. The buds have more substance than Niphetos, are very full and double, and possess the good characteristics of Catherine Mermet. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Viscountess Folkstone.

The flower is delicately tinted flesh, almost white, and lustrous as satin. When in full bloom it is like a fine white Peony, but without a suggestion of stiffness. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

WHITE PERLE DES JARDINS.

We think that every lover of white Tea Roses will be delighted with White Perle. It will be found totally distinct from Bride or any other white Rose. A great Rose. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Ever-Blooming Roses

STANDARD LIST.

Purchaser’s selection, price, 5 cents each; 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred. Not less than three of a kind in dozen lots, and not less than five of a kind in hundred lots. Strictly our selection, five of a kind, if desired, $3.00 per hundred. We also give the purchaser the privilege of mentioning the kinds he does not want.

Aline Sisley.—Violet rose, a pleasing fragrance.
Antoine Verdelot.—Rich, dark crimson, and highly fragrant.
Adam.—Bright flesh salmon rose, extra large and double.
Andre Schwartz.—Beautiful crimson, free flowering.
Anna Olivier.—Lovely blush, shaded carmine.
Agrippina.—Rich velvety crimson, Grand bedder.
Alba Rosea.—The Maiden’s Blush Rose.
Archdeacon Charles.—One of the prettiest red Roses.
Bella.—Pure white, long, pointed buds. Tea scented.
Bougire.—Bronzed pink, tinged with lilac. Large and full.
Charles Rovelli.—A lovely shade of carmine.
Coquette de Lyon.—A fine yellow Rose. Not formal.
Comtesse Riza du Parc.—Coppery rose, tinted soft violet.
Douglas.—Dark cherry red, rich and velvety, large and full.
Enfant de Lyon.—A very free blooming pink Rose.
General Taras.—Deep mottled rose; sometimes tinged buff.
Homer.—Soft, clear rose, salmon shade. Splendid.
Joseph Métée.—A lovely flesh colored Rose.
Jules Finger.—Bright rose scarlet and intense crimson.
La Princess Vera.—Pale flesh, changing to salmon.
La Sylphide.—Blush, with fawn center; very large and double.
Louis Philippe.—A rich, dark velvety crimson; free and beautiful.

Louis Richard.—A coppery rose, beautifully tinted with blue.
Madame Bravy.—Carmine white, large, full, very symmetrical.
Madame Caroline Kuster.—Bright lemon yellow, very large.
Madame Margottin.—A citron yellow, with coppery center.
Madame Danatizin.—Salmon rose color, changing to amaranth.
Madame Jure.—Lilac rose, good size and fragrant.
Madame de St. Joseph.—Carmine, changing to salmon or fawn.
Monthly Cabbage.—Rosy red, globular and fragrant.
Marie Ducher.—Salmon and rose. A lovely combination.
Ophelia.—A great white Rose.
Pink Daily.—Light pink flowers, produced in clusters.
Purple China.—Rich, plump crimson, velvety.
Queen’s Scarlet.—Bursting crimson scarlet, with beautiful buds. A splendid Rose.
Sanguiet.—A rich, dark, velvety crimson.
Triton de Luxembourg.—Carmine with buff ground.
Viscountess Wantier.—Coppery yellow, tinged rosy carmine.
Virginia.—A lovely light shade of yellow.
White Bon Silene.—Like Bon Silene, except white in color.
White Daily.—Pure white, loose, pointed buds.

Hardy Climbing Prairie Roses.

PRICE, 50 CENTS PER DOZEN; $3.00 PER HUNDRED.

MILLEDGEVILLE, or PRIDE OF THE SOUTH.

A splendid variety. Color a rich, soft rose, very fresh and beautiful. Fine, large, globular flowers, full, regular form, very double and sweet. A profuse bloomer and quite hardy.

QUEEN OF THE PRAIRIES.

Flowers are very large and of peculiar globular form. A bright rose red, changing to lighter as the flower opens. Very strong, rapid growth.

RUSSELL’S COTTAGE.

Dark, velvety crimson, very double and full; a profuse bloomer and strong grower. A very desirable Climbing Rose.

TENNESSEE BELLE.

Flowers a bright, beautiful pink. It is more slender and graceful in growth than any of the other varieties.

Baltimore Belle.

This elegant Climbing Rose is a pale blush, variegated carmine rose and white. It is very double, and flowers in beautiful clusters, the whole plant appearing a perfect mass of bloom. It is one of the very best Climbing Roses.

Bennett’s Seedling.

An Airy or Scotch Rose, and a vigorous runner; flowers are white, very double and fragrant, and borne in great profusion.

Caroline Goodrich, or Running General Jacqueminot.

This new hardy Climbing Hybrid Tea Rose has finely formed, very double flowers, and its fragrance is most delicious. The color is the same as General Jacqueminot. It makes a growth of from twelve to fifteen feet in a season.

Champion City Greenhouses, Springfield, Ohio.
CLIMBING EVER-BLOOMING ROSES.

INCLUDING THE RAMBLERS

AMERICA.
Large, beautiful buds, flowers rich creamy yellow or fawn color, 50 cents per dozen; $2.00 per hundred.

ALISTER STELLA GRAY.
Golden Rambler.
This is a new climbing Rose of decided merit, and is classed by many as belonging to the Rambler section of Roses. We know it to be a grand Rose, but have not tested its hardiness. You may be certain of no mistake in buying it, as you will have a grand free-blooming climbing yellow Rose, 4 feet high, laden with bunches of Polyantha-like buds of orange yellow. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

BARDOU JOB.
The Saucer Rose.
See page 3 for description. 60 cts.

BELLE LYONAISE.
A lovely Rose, fawn with shades of rose and yellow. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CLIMBING MALMAISON.
See page 4 for description. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CLIMBING PAUL NEYRON. Madame Wagram.
See page 3 for description. 60 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

CLIMBING MARIE GUILLOT.
See President Cleveland, page 6, for description. 50c per doz; $3.50 per 100.

CLIMBING BRIDESMAID.
See page 4 for description. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CLIMBING WOOTTON.
See page 4 for description. 60 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

CLIMBING KAISERIN.
See Mrs. Robert Peary, page 5, for description. 50c per doz; $3.00 per hundred.

CAROLINE GOODRICH, or Running General Jacqueminot.
This Rose has finely formed, very double flowers. Fragrance most delicious. A hardy climbing Tea, and should not be classed with the Hardy Climbers that bloom but once a year. Color the same as that of General Jacqueminot. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CELINE FORESTER.
Deep sulphur yellow, large, full flowers, perfectly double, a fine bloomer and good grower. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CLAIRE CARNOT
Buff or orange yellow, peach blossom center, medium size, full and compact flowers, delightful Tea scent. Very pretty and desirable. 50c per doz; $3 per hundred.

CLOTH OF GOLD, or CHROMATELLA.
See page 7 for description. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

CRIMSON RAMBLER.
Imported from Japan, the land of wonders. It is a rapid grower, and very quickly makes heavy canes of great length, covered with peculiar, shining golden foliage. Blooms are produced in great bunches, and are of a most peculiar and lovely shade of crimson. It has proved perfectly hardy even in our trying Ohio climate. A bed of this pegged down and requiring little attention would be very useful to the general flowerist at blooming time. It also makes a fine pot plant, treated and brought on like the early-blooming Hybrid Perpetuals, and forms a perfect bouquet of bloom. This is without question the handsomest plant of any description for Easter blooming. Grow in the field one or two years, the latter age is the best, dig and pot and keep cool at night for about six weeks, until root action is active, then gradually increase temperature. This Rose produces, from the very pot to its topmost branches, huge bunches of from fifty to two hundred blooms in a cluster, and is a sight not soon to be forgotten. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

CLIMBING PEARL OF THE GARDENS.
Few Roses remain a hold in popular favor and are so highly prized by the professional and amateur Rose growers alike as the Pearl of the Gardens. It thrives well in the open air, blooming freely. Its large, full, well-formed golden yellow flowers, without any perceptible difference between the two it is only that the Climbing Pearl of the Gardens is even more vigorous and floriferous than the bush form. Climbing Pearl of the Gardens will supersede Marechal Nié, as the buds and flowers are so large and the color so brilliant. It is hardy in the South. A most remarkable Rose, and without doubt the best yellow Rose ever seen. 50c per doz; $3.00 per hundred.

Climbing Pearl of the Gardens.
CLIMBING LA FRANCE.

Bitherto the Hardy Climbing Roses have been almost totally devoid of perfume, and none of them have that form and substance deemed requisite in a high-class Rose. With the advent of the Climbing La France these objections vanish, for it excels even its parent (La France) in size and quality of flower; it retains the climber's habit and yields that exquisite fragrance which has made La France the favorite it is. Small plants set out June 15th had attained a growth of fifteen feet by October 15th, a growth unsurpassed by any Climbing Rose on our grounds. The Climbing La France is equally as hardy as its parent, and so may be safely planted in open ground even in Northern latitudes. It is a true, ever-blooming, hardy climbing Rose, which will make it equally valuable for the North and South. Be sure to try it. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CARMINE PILLAR—The Butterfly Rose.

See page 4 for description. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CLIMBING METEOR.

See page 5 for description. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

CLIMBING DEVONIENSIS.

A sport from Devoniensis, from which it differs only in climbing habit of growth. It is fully as productive as the old sort, and, being more vigorous, is justly a grand Rose. White, tinged with blush; very sweet. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CAROLINE MARNIESSE. A Grand Cerimony Rose.

A hardy Rose that is always in bloom. As a bedding Rose it has no superior. It is literally a continuous bloomer, being constantly covered with flowers the entire Summer. The blossoms are of medium size, full and double, and borne in very pretty clusters. Color pure white, slightly tinged with pink, with delightful Tea fragrance. This bush is low growing, and especially adapted for a border or cemetary planting. Its entirely hardy, having withstanded unprotected a temperature of eighteen degrees below zero without the least injury. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

EMPERESS OF CHINA.

The Apple Blossom Rose. See page 5 for description. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

FORTUNE'S DOUBLE YELLOW.

Beauty of Glaenwood. Har- dy. Bronzed yellow or copper and fawn color. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

GOLDEN CHAIN, or CLIMBING SAFFRON.

(Reve d'Or.) Nasturium yellow, suffused with coppery red. One of the most beautiful of the Climbing Roses. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

HELENA, THE NEW RAMBLER.

See page 5 for description. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

JAMES SPRUNT.

Deep cherry red flowers, medium size, full, very double and sweet. A strong grower and prolific bloomer. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

LAMARQUE.

Large, full flowers, borne in large clusters, pure white and double. A most beautiful Rose. A rampant climber. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

MADAME ALFRED CARRIERE.

Extra large, full flowered, very double and sweet. Color a rich, creamy white, faintly tinged with pale yellow. Exceedingly beautiful. It is a strong, hardy climber and free bloomer. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

MARECHAL NIEL.

The World-renowned Rose.—A beautiful, deep, sulphur yellow, very full, very large, and exceedingly fragrant. It is the finest yellow Rose. It has a climbing habit, and where it is allowed to grow until it has attained a large size, as it does in our streets for hundreds of thousands of beautiful golden yellow flowers. Especially desirable in the South. We sell annually fifty thousand of this Rose alone. This is the best known of the Climbing Roses. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

MRS. ROBERT PEARY, or Climbing Kaiserin.

See page 5 for description. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

MARY WASHINGTON.

Its flowers are of medium size, pure white, perfectly double to the center, sweet, and borne in endless numbers in large clusters all summer. Vigorous and rapid growth. The introduction of the Mary Washington will produce more flowers and buds than a dozen ordinary Roses. Its fragrance is tinged with the old-fashioned musky flavor so much enjoyed in old times. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

MADAME WAGRAM.

See Climbing Paul Neyron, page 3. 60 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

PSYCHE. The New Pink Rambler.

See page 5 for description. $1.00 per dozen.

PINK RAMBLER, EUPHROSYNE.

The Pink Rambler complements the entire range of cardinal colors that can be embraced in these beautiful Climbing Roses. We now have the Crimson Rambler, the Yellow Rambler, the White Rambler and the Pink Rambler. This Rose is a charming as any of its rivals, embracing all their good qualities of hardiness, vigorous growth, profuse blooming and delightful fragrance. Be sure and have a set of the Ramblers, $2.50 per hundred.

REINE MARIE HENRIETTE, or RED-FLOWERING GLOIRE DE DION.

A strong, vigorous grower, flowers large, full and of fine form Color a pure cherry red, and sweet scented. 50 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

REINE OLGA, WURTTEMBERG.

Color rosy crimson, suffused with yellow. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

SOLFATERRE.

Fine, clean, and of the largest size, full and double. Very sweet. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

WHITE RAMBLER, THALIA.

This charming new Rose of the Rambler variety is a wonder. It climbs rapidly, is very hardy, produces immense clusters of pure white Roses, perfectly double, of delightful fragrance, and of an im- maculate white. It is without question the best Climbing Rose extant. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

WALTHAM QUEEN.

This is a valuable acquisition. It is hardy in the North. We had plants of this variety last year which stood a round of frost without injury, and have bloomed continuously the past season. It is a strong grower and continuous bloomer. The flowers are large, very full, and sweet. Its color is a rich, scarlet crimson, and a profuse bloomer. Nothing can compare with this variety for strong growth, vigour, and beauty. It has set the standard for all future varieties and it literally lavishes in the greatest profusion its beautiful, rich red flowers of magnificent size. It has its highest price. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

WILLIAM ALLEN RICHARDSON.

Orange yellow, with outer petals lighter, center coppery yel- low. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Yellow Rambler, Aglaia.

Rosarians have been for many years crossing or hybridizing various Roses with a view to obtaining a hardy yellow climbing Rose; but the combination of a true climbing habit and yellow coloring with hardiness was one that seemed impossible to obtain, and was almost despaired of. The Yellow Ramblers have been found to succeed splendidly, without protection, a continued temperature of from zero to two degrees below, which proved to be far harder than any other yellow climbing Rose yet intro- duced, and we believe that by laying the plants down in the Winter it can be successfully grown in nearly all the northern parts of the United States; in fact, anywhere that other Roses succeed at all well. Did we say yet another thing? Of course the Rose we think this would be sufficient to establish its value, for what lover of Roses in the North has not been frightened by the climate which nearly deprives his garden of the most attractive color of all—yellow. The flowers are borne in immense clus- ters, after the same manner as many as one hundred and fifty blooms in a bunch. The color is a decided yellow. $3.50 per hundred.

ZELIA PRADLE.

Vigorous climber. Has lovely pure white buds. Flowers are full and sweet. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.
General Collection of Hardy Roses

Our Hybrid Roses are Fine, Strong Plants, with Healthy Foliage and Bright Roots.

Price, 50 Cents per Dozen; $3.50 Per Hundred, Except Where Noted.

ALFRED COLOMB. Justly celebrated as one of the very finest; extra large, round flowers, very double and full; color clear cherry red, passing to bright, rich crimson, very fragrant.

ANNA DE DIESBACH. Glory of Paris. An offspring of the famous old favorite La Reine, and also the best known Hybrid Perpetual of them all, which facts should be effective evidence of its good qualities. The color is the most lovely brilliant carmine; long, pointed buds and large, finely formed, compact flowers, very full and double and delectfully sweet. A vigorous grower and a fine bloomer, one of the really good Roses.

BALL OF SNOW. BOULE DE NEIGE. A finely formed, pure white Rose, occasionally shows slight flesh when first opening. Beautiful shell-shaped petals, evenly arranged; flower of good size.

CLAIR. Two first-class certificates; award of merit Royal Horticultural Society. This variety is of very vigorous growth, and has large, handsome foliage. The flowers are flesh color, shaded to the center with rose pink; they are very large, of fine globular form, and freely produced. A grand addition in the style of Baronesse, and unquestionably the finest of all Roses for flowering in pots and forcing.

CHAS. LEFEBVRE. A grand old red Rose. One of the best.

CHESHUNT HYBRID. This Rose is growing in favor as it becomes known. A most beautiful deep rose red or rose.

CAPTAIN CHRISTY. The flowers are of magnificent form, very double, and stand erect in their martial bearing. The color is a fresh delicate pink, with deeper shading in center of the flower, the white flower possessing a bright, satiny appearance. A desirable variety. Certainly the most beautiful Rose of this color we grow. It is a free bloomer.

COUNTESS OF ROSEBERY. The color is satinet pink in the center, and deepens to the outer petals to a bright rose. The feather shading gives it the appearance of two distinct colors. It has completely captivated us. Very free flowering and a good grower. Be sure and try it.

COQUETTE DES ALPS. A lovely, pure white Rose. Very full and free in flower. Delicately fragrant.

DUCHESS OF EDINBURGH. One of the old stand-by dark red Roses for the garden.

DINMORE. It is a vigorous, healthy Rose, of dwarf branching habit, and is simply loaded with flowers all Summer long, being even more profuse than most of the tender, "ever-blooming" Roses. The flowers are large, perfectly double, and of a dazzling scarlet crimson color, and have the rich spicy fragrance peculiar to the best Hybrid Roses.

EARL OF DUFFERIN. A grand, deep, rich red Rose, large and fragrant.

FENTONELLE. A very beautiful Rose. Soft china pink; delicately shaded carmine and blush, large, finely-formed flowers, delightfully fragrant.

GLOIRE DE L'EXPOSITION BRUXELLES. Flowers finely formed, large and perfectly double. Color a bright crimson, of velvet texture. A Rose of unusual merit. We are pleased with it.

GENERAL JACQUEMINOT. A rich, velvety crimson, changing to scarlet crimson. A magnificent Rose, equally beautiful in the bud state or open. This is the best known of all Hybrid Perpetuals and is without rival in fragrance and richness of color. The perfection of cultivation as many of the more common varieties, and perfectly hardy.

GIANT OF BATTLES. This is still esteemed as the very best, rich, red Rose. Very large, double, full and sweet. Excellent.

GLOIRE DE MARGOTTIN. This grand, new Hybrid Perpetual Rose originated in Europe, and is believed to be one of the very finest varieties of recent years. The flowers are very large and of symmetrical form, somewhat globular, very full and deliciously scented. The color is a clear, dazzling red. Certainly one of the most brilliant Roses ever seen. A free bloomer and vigorous grower, and is recommended for its great beauty and wonderful color.

GLOIRE DE LYONNAISE. This grand Rose is the only yellow Hybrid Perpetual we have. It cannot be called deep yellow, but rather a pale shade of chamois or yellow salmon, deepest at the center, sometimes passing to a rich, creamy white, finely tinted orange and fawn. The flowers have all the beauty of Tes Roses, are large, full and delightfully sweet. Thus we consider one of the very best Roses we have ever seen. It will be sure to delight you.

JUBILEE. This grand Rose was awarded the gold medal by the Massachusetts Horticultural Society, the only Rose to obtain that honor. It is the finest dark red hardy garden Rose yet produced. A公布, in its deepest shade, a dazzling carmine scarlet. The flowers are perfect, very full, and velvet-colored, as easy of the pure color of which Nature is capable. It is a hardy ever bloomer and an acquisition to any collection of Roses. Offered for the first time. 60 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.

LADY HELEN STEWART. A bright, scarlet crimson, flowers fully rounded out, petals large and thick, highly perfumed, very beautiful.

LA REINE. A beautiful, clear, bright rose, fine, full form, very fragrant. It is well named 'The Queen.'

LADY EMILY PEEL. Very sweet, color white, sometimes tinged and shaded with blush.

LOUIS VAN HOUTTE. A rich crimson, heavily shaded with maroon and beautifully formed, double flowers.

MARCHIONESS OF LORNE. This fine new English Hybrid Perpetual was introduced by Messrs. William Paul & Son, of London, who say: This beautiful Rose, dedicated by special permission to her Royal Highness, the Princess Louise, Marchioness of Lorne, produces flowers of an exceedingly rich, full-grown color, slightly shaded in the center with vivid carmine. They are large and very sweet, full and finely cup shaped. Petals large and buds long and handsome. It is especially remarkable for its truly perpetual habit, every shoot being crowned with a flower bud. 60 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.

MADAME ALFRED DE ROUGEMONT. A strong, vigorous grower, begins to bloom at once, and continues until stopped by severe freezing. Pure, snow-white flowers, finely tinted and clouded with pale, rosy blush. Large, full and double, and borne in large clusters. Fragrant and good.

MADAMENOISELLE MARIE-RADY. A clear, bright red, finely penciled with rich maroon, very large, full flowers, fragrant and beautiful.

MAGNA CHARTA. A bright, clear pink, finished with crimson. Very sweet, flowers extra large, with fine form and very double.

MADAME PLANTIER. The iron-clad white clemency Rose. This is the old stand-by and is unequaled where a hardly white Rose is needed. It bears thousands of beautiful, snowy white, fragrant Roses. It is hardy as an oak.

MARIE BAUMANN. Considered one of the very best dark red Roses of this medium size.
MADAME CHAS. WOOD.
A true perpetual bloomer. Begins to bloom almost as soon as planted, and continues throughout the season. The flowers are extra large, very double and full and quite fragrant. Color a bright, fiery scarlet, passing to fine, rose crimson, elegantly shaded with maroon. Very showy and handsome, and one of the best Roses ever introduced for general planting.

MADAME MASSON.
An excellent Hybrid Perpetual, noted for its constant and profuse bloom. The flowers are large, color a clear, bright rose, highly perfumed. One of the best for planting. This Rose is a very superb variety, and should be more generally known. You should try this variety.

PRESIDENT LINCOLN.
A bright red Rose of the richest hues; large, full and fragrant. Excellent.

PRINCE CAMILLE DE ROHAN.
This variety is always a prime favorite with everybody. Richest crimson.

PAUL NEYRON.
The well-known old favorite pink Rose.

PERFECTION DES BLANCHES.
A finely formed, pure white Rose. Occasionally shows white flecks when fully opened. Red-edged petals, evenly arranged. Flowers of good size, perfect, and of fine form and finish. One of the finest, freest and most beautiful of the white Hybrids. Almost as free a bloomer as the Tea. Very suitable for cemetery planting and for hedges, as it makes a beautiful bush.

PRINCESS OF NAPLES.
The flower is very large, double and deep; cup shaped, built tile style, one petal closely overlapping the other, center like a rosette; deliciously fragrant. The color is an indescribable satiny pink, shaded silvery rose—one of the warmest, deepest, richest pinks we have ever seen. The flowers are borne with the free-lot of a Tea Rose, on long stiff stems. The foliage is magnificent—large, deep green and of excellent substance. This is a Rose that any one may well be proud to have the honor of introducing. We offer it in one size only. Be sure to get the genuine Princess of Naples. Another variety introduced in Germany last year bears the same name, but is a different Rose. 75c per doz. $5.00 per hundred.

ROGER LAMBEIN.
One of the most remarkable Roses yet offered. The petals are irregular on the edges like a double Petunia. The color is glowing crimson throughout, except the edges of the petals, which are all distinctly marked with a white band, forming a sharp contrast and the most unique combination of colors known in Roses. The growth is free and vigorous, and the fragrance is delightful, equal to the finest of the hardy Roses. This is a “novelty” of the most striking order.

SALAMANDER.
Another rich red Rose of the largest size. Very fragrant.

TRIUMPH DES BEAUX ARTS.
A grand gardener. Rose, bearing its huge scarlet flowers in grand profusion.

VICK’S CAPRICE.
This is the only hardy Rose that has any variegation. It is a vigorous grower, and bears large and fragrant flowers of bright red, distinctly striped a rich crimson. It is altogether a most unique and pretty variety. A Rose that is sure to attract attention. We always have a large sale for this Rose.

POLYANTHA, or FAIRY ROSES.
30c PER DOZEN; $2.50 PER HUNDRED.

ELIZA CHATRAND.
One of the most lovely of all Roses, having lovely rose-colored flowers, elegantly penciled and touched with ruddy saffron. Very free bloomer.

GEORGE PERNET.
It is continually in bloom, the flowers being quite large for this class of a beautiful flat form. The color is a very bright rose, with touches of yellow, and petals to peachy rose, with silvery white shadings. The prettiest of all Polyanthas.

GOLDEN FAIRY.
This is a lovely Rose. Very free flowering, color rich golden yellow, entirely distinct.

JEANNE DRIVON.
Color light flesh, changing to white. Very perfect, double flowers.

MIGNONETTE.
A lovely Fairy Rose. Full, regular flowers, perfectly double, and deliciously perfumed. Color a clear pink, passing to white, tinged with pale rose.

MADAMEOISELLE CECILE BRUNNER.
Larger flowers than any of the others, perfectly double, and delightfully fragrant. Color a rosy pink, on a rich, creamy white ground.

MINIATURE.
This is the smallest of all Roses, but perfect in form, regular, compact, fairy-like flowers, fully double and very fragrant. Flowers in wreaths and clusters, almost covering the whole plant. The color is a cream rose, flushed with a peachy red.

PAGUERETTE.
We consider this variety the best of all the Polyantha Roses. The flowers are pure white, about one inch in diameter, flowering in clusters of from five to fifty blooms.

PERLE D’OR.
Charming and very distinct. Color a coppery gold changing to fawn and salmon, flat-rayed form, very double and elegantly perfumed.
NEW POLYANTHAS

ETOILE DE MAI.

50 CENTS PER DOZEN; $3.00 PER HUNDRED.

Blossoms in clusters, quite full, nankeen yellow in bud, passing to pale yellow on opening. Very free.

MADEMOISELLE A. E. NOLTE.

Flower small, full, of perfect Rose form, color deep yellow, passing to rosy white. A true "Fairy Rose."

NEW JAPANESE TRAILING, OR MEMORIAL ROSES.

50 CENTS PER DOZEN; $3.50 PER HUNDRED.

MANDA'S TRIUMPH.

Produces large clusters of well-formed, double flowers of pure white, two inches in diameter.

UNIVERSAL FAVORITE.

Double flowers of a beautiful rose color, over two inches in diameter.

SOUTH ORANGE PERFECTION.

Produces multitudes of the most perfectly formed double flowers about one and a half inches in diameter, soft blush pink at the tips, changing into white, and lasting a long time in perfection.

PINK ROAMER.

Single variety. Flowers nearly two inches in diameter, bright, rich pink, with almost white center and orange red stamens.

PETITE LEONIE.

Flower small, full and imbriated, the outer petals porcelain white, center carnation-like. Extra fine variety.

PRINCESSE MARIE ADELAIDE.

This variety has a characteristic habit, and produces large clusters of small, double flowers, ivory white.

MADEMOISELLE ANAIS MOLIN.

A dwarf, compact grower, flowering in clusters, blooms small and very full, color flesh white, shading to snow white. Very free and fragrant.

NEW JAPANESE TRAILING, OR MEMORIAL ROSES.

50 CENTS PER DOZEN; $3.00 PER HUNDRED.

MANDA'S TRIUMPH.

Produces large clusters of well-formed, double flowers of pure white, two inches in diameter.

UNIVERSAL FAVORITE.

Double flowers of a beautiful rose color, over two inches in diameter.

SOUTH ORANGE PERFECTION.

Produces multitudes of the most perfectly formed double flowers about one and a half inches in diameter, soft blush pink at the tips, changing into white, and lasting a long time in perfection.

PINK ROAMER.

Single variety. Flowers nearly two inches in diameter, bright, rich pink, with almost white center and orange red stamens.

ROSSA WICHURAIANA.

The Single White Memorial, or Japanese Trailing Rose.—This is a new and distinct class of trailing Rose, making a perfect carpet with its foliage habit. It is very useful for permanent planting in cemetery plots, or on slopes or rockeries, as it is entirely hardy and produces its charming white flowers in the greatest profusion during the entire summer. This Rose has come to stay, and is, without question, a decided acquisition. There are several colors distinct from this that will be offered the coming season. Try this Rose.

MRS. LOVETT.

A double bright pink, form of Rosa Wichuraiiana. In every respect it is a true Memorial Rose, save the flowers. In habit of growth and foliage, hardness and abundance of bloom, it is identical with its parent, but its Rosas are double, two and a half inches in diameter, of bright, rosy pink color.

Manda's New Evergreen Memorial Roses:

GARDENIA.

Strong grower with large, green foliage, flowers produced singly on stems one-half to one foot long. In bud hardly distinguishable from Perle des Jardins, bright yellow, and when open cream color, three to three and one-half inches in diameter, incurring towards evening to perfect imitation of a Gardenia or Cape Jasmine as to shape and color, hence its name. Flowers delightfully fragrant and produced freely. A grand Rose for any purpose.

EVERGREEN GEM.

The most wonderful grower of the set. Not only evergreen, but growing during mild weather in Winter. Stems long-branching, rich, bronze color, closely matted. Flowers produced singly on stems, yellow, buff in bud, opening to almost white, two or three inches in diameter, perfectly double, and of a delightful, sweetish fragrance. This will be found most valuable for landscape work, as well as for cut-flower purposes. We consider this the best plant of the set.

Hybrid Wichuraiana Memorial Roses.—What Mr. Manda says: "The most remarkable achievement and improvement of a new and distinct type of Hardy Roses that has been made for a generation. The growth is remarkable for its freedom, a single plant, four years old, covering a space of two hundred and forty square feet with long shoots, twelve to twenty-five feet in length, completely covering the ground with its bright, glossy foliage and showy, fragrant flowers. The same plant has made one hundred and eight new growths of remarkable strength during the summer. The foliage of all is leathery in texture, shining, and not only proof against insects, but evergreen—that is, keeping the foliage all winter—a characteristic in Roses never before obtained. The flowers are produced most profusely, are all of large size, very fragrant, and can be easily used for cut-flower purposes, as much as any greenhouse Tea Rose, especially when in bud. The use of these Roses will be unlimited—for trailing or covering ground where nothing else would grow, to cover roots, stumps and stems of trees, walls and trellises, for cut-flower purposes, and also for forcing as pot plants during Spring, especially for
GENERAL COLLECTION OF PLANTS.

Asparagus Sprengeri.

A most desirable new species, especially useful to grow as a pot plant for decorative purposes, or for planting in suspended baskets. The fronds are frequently four feet long, of a rich shade of green, and most useful for cutting, retaining their freshness for weeks after being cut. It will make an excellent house plant, as it withstands dry atmosphere, and will succeed in almost any situation. 50 cents per dozen, $3.50 per hundred.

Asparagus Plumosus Nanus.

The Climbing Lace Fern.—This graceful climber has, to a great extent, taken the place of the once popular Smilax in all fine decorations. It possesses the advantage of being much more graceful in foliage being finer than that of the most desirable Fern, and will last for weeks after being cut, the whole plant being of a bright, cheerful green. It is an excellent house plant, succeeding under almost any condition. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Acalypha Sanderi.

This plant goes under various names, such as "Cheville Plant," "Philippine Medusa," "Comet Plant," "Dewey's Favorite Flower," "Bloody Cat Tail," etc. Without doubt the most sensational new plant introduced for many years, and one of the most striking flowering ornamental plants we have ever seen. It is of strong, free growth, with large, dark green leaves from each axil of which rose-like spikes, from one to two feet long and nearly one inch thick, are gracefully suspended as shown in our illustration, which conveys but a faint idea of the beauty and distinct warm coloring of this splendid acquisition. But the remarkable floriferousness and the great size of the spikes of flowers (compared to the plant) is fairly well shown. The plant is a flower the year round, and is as easily grown as a Coleus, simply requiring a warm temperature to develop its full beauty. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Acalypha Triumphans.

This is a very ornamental bedding plant, the foliage being bronze, crimson and green. Very beautiful. Grows rapidly. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Acalypha Marginata.

A charming variety. Dark green foliage, with a distinct margin on the edge of each leaf of bright pink. Lovely. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Araucaria Exelsa.

Asiatic or Norfolk Island Pine.—Various names have been suggested for this grand plant to properly convey the mind the appearance of. Some have called it the "Christmas Tree Palm," from its resemblance to a Christmas tree; others have called it the "Star Palm," because the leaves are arranged to form a perfect star; but no descriptive name can give an adequate idea of its beauty. It has deep green, feathery foliage, arranged in whorls, rising one above the other at regular distances. Its symmetry of form, grace and beauty of foliage are unequalled in the vegetable kingdom. It is easily grown in the house, and is highly ornamental. It requires the same culture as the Palm. Pine plants, four-inch pots, ten to twelve inches high, three to four tiers of leaves, $1.00 each; $9.00 per dozen.

Aloysia Citriodora.

Lemon Verbena.—This plant has the most fragrant foliage of any plant grown. The fragrance is that of the Lemon. One plant will scent a whole yard. Grows rapidly. Exquisite. 35 cents per dozen; $2.00 per hundred.

Ampelopsis Veitchii.

Boston Ivy.—A beautiful, hardy climbing plant of Japanese origin. This is one of the finest climbers we know for covering walls, it clings firmly to the smoothest surface, covering it with overlapping leaves, which form a perfect mass of foliage. The color is a fresh, deep green in Summer, changing to the brilliant shades of crimson and yellow in Autumn. It is quite hardy, and becomes more popular every year. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

We have some extra strong field grown plants of Ampelopsis Veitchii. Three years old, eight to ten feet long, $1.75 per dozen; $13.00 per hundred.

Abutilon. Chinese Bell Flower.

Except where noted, 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Shower of Gold.—A beautiful dwarf-growing variety, the whole plant being covered with a profusion of beautiful golden yellow blossoms.

Robust George.—A free and continuous bloomer. Flowers are broad, their large, overlapping petals incurved, color orange, veined with crimson.

Eclipse.—This is an elegant foliage plant, and one of the prettiest we know. It is new, and the flowers, which are produced in profusion, set the plant off to good advantage.

Thomsoni Plena.—New. Perfectly double flowers that resemble in form a double Hollyhock. Color a rich, deep orange, shaded and streaked with crimson. Foliage variegated.

Enfanta Eulalle.—Flowers large and cup-shaped. Color a delicate satin pink.

Golden Bells.—Large, bell-shaped flowers of deep yellow.

Savitzit.—Leaves more deeply cut than Souvenir de Bonne, and with more white in the variegation. Of dwarf growth. A decorative variety. $1.00 per dozen.

Souvenir de Bonne.—Grand green and silver variety. Fine for decoration, for edging canvas beds for verandas. Extra large, long-stemmed orange flowers. 60 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Aristolochia Japonica.

Hardy everywhere. Two feet high, white flowers. 50 cents per dozen.
ANThtONON LEPTOPUS. Mountain Beauty. 
Rosa de Montana, or Queen’s Wreath.
The lovely leptomontana, A. This is really a wonderful vine, which will excite the admiration of the amateur planter. Superb, brilliant flowers. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

ASPIDISTRA LURIDA.
A very useful and durable decorative plant of strong growth. Will succeed in any position. An excellent ball or border plant. 75 cents per dozen.

ALYSSUM—DOUBLE SWEET.
A very great advance on the single Alyssum. It is indispen-
sable as a cut flower, being a beautiful white, and very fragrant. A very useful edging plant. Grow until November, as light frosts do not injure it. Also fine for Winter blooming in the house. Elegant for baskets, vases or window boxes. 30 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.

ANTHEMIS PICTURATUM.
A lovely plant for vases or baskets, or as a pot plant it will enrich any collection. Deep green foliage with broad white stripes. Long stalks of white flowers. It is very beautiful and scarce. 75 cents per dozen.

New Ageratum. STELLA GURNEY.

Ageratum Stella Gurney.
It is a decided improvement in color, being the deepest blue red introduced, and is exceptional for free blooming, not only in Summer, but the year round. Ageratums are useful for borders, also for baskets and vases. 60 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

AGERATUM, PRINCESS PAULINE.
A novel, new variety of dwarf, compact habit, rarely exceeding 8 inches in height. Its peculiarities consist of both blue and white being combined in the same flower, the body of the flower being white, while the stamens, forming an outer ring, are sky blue, giving the flower a pretty variegated appearance. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

New Double Anemone, "WHIRLWIND."
This beautiful Japanese Anémone has, since its introduction, proved one of the finest hardy Fall-blooming plants in cultivation, growing to a height of three feet, and holding up on stiff stems flowers from two and a half to three inches across, of pure white, and heavy, waxy texture. A large bed of this is worth going miles to see, and the large, graceful flowers are unexcelled for cutting. 50c per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

AMARYLLIS.
Amaryllis, Autla.—(Lily of the Palace.) Vivid scarlet, sparkling in the sunlight as if sprinkled with gold dust. By moonlight the color is even more beautiful and the very handsome variety. Fine blooming bulbs. $2.00 per dozen.

Amaryllis, Belladonna Major. One of the most lovely flowers of this genus. It grows up strong stalks which support immense panicles of lovely shell pink flowers with a clear, white throat. It has the largest bulbs of any of the Amaryllis. $1.50 per dozen.

Amaryllis, Formosissima.—(Jacobean Lily.) This grand bulb will flower either summer or Winter. Keep dry during Summer for Winter blooming and reverse the order for Sum-
mer bedding. The flowers are of the darkest scarlet, very rich and pure, and produced freely. Strong, blooming bulbs, $1.00 per dozen.

Amaryllis, Johnstowni.—One of the most gorgeous bulbous plants grown. We have seen specimens of a few years’ growth that completely filled a window. Nothing is more showy than this grand plant during late Winter or early Spring, bearing large flowers of intense crimson, with a delicate white fringe in each petal. It is most superior. Strong bulbs to bloom at once, $2.00 per dozen.

Amaryllis, Suicide. —(The Eagle Lily.) This is entirely different from the other varieties of Amaryllis. The flower in shape and size resembles the Lily Candidum. The color is a brick red, quite distinct and novel. Fine bulbs to bloom at once, $1.00 per dozen.

AZALEA INDICA.
One of the most gorgeous and valuable families, together with the showiest of all greenhouse plants. The colors of the flower vary from the purest white to the deepest crimson in untold variations. The soil should always be packed hard when transplanted. Success depends, however, on the degree of moisture in the atmosphere in which they live. We have a number of the best flowering sorts, that will flower finely this coming Win-
ter, both double and single flowered, in any color desired. The plants we offer are magnificent specimens, the finer — you have never seen, and all will bloom this year. 50 cents each; $1.00 per dozen.

AZALEA MOLLIS.
The most brilliant and showy of all hardy shrubs—exceeding even the Rhododendron—end entirely hardy without protection in all situations. The bloom, which varies in color from the in-
tense rosy crimson to lemon yellow, literally covers the com-
pact, spreading plant, forming a huge bouquet, and which res-
ists all kinds of frost and weather. The flower is free-
ly produced. $2.50 per dozen.

AZALEA UMBERLLATUS.
Blue African Lily, or Lily of the Nile.
A splendid ornamental plant, bearing clusters of bright blue flowers on long flower stalks and lasting a long time in bloom. There is no finer plant for outdoor decoration, planted in large tubs on the lawn. 50 cents per dozen.

ALTERTHERAS.
These are the little dwarf red and yellow plants that only grow a few inches high and are used to make letters, designs or borders for beds. Two kinds, red and yellow, $3.50 per dozen, by express $3.50 per hundred.

ACHELLES.
The Pearl. — A useful cemetery plant. Pure white flowers; entirely hardy. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

New Rose-Colored Acheiles, Millefleurum Rubrum.—40 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

ALTREA, or ROSE OF SHARON.
These are the most beautiful shrubs we have in our collection. The flowers are of large size, very double and full of various brilliant and striking colors. They bloom freely during August and September when scarcely any other shrub is in bloom. Two kinds, double White and Rose, 75 cents per doz.

APIOS TUBEROSE. Tuberous-rooted Wistaria. A valuable hardy tuberous-rooted climber. 40 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

FLOWERING BEGIANIAS.
We offer ten leading varieties at 50 cents per dozen, $3.00 per hundred.

TUBEROUS BEGIANIAS.
All colors. Single flowered, 60 cents per dozen; $5.00 per hundred. Double flowered, $1.25 per dozen.

BOUGAINVILLEA SANDERIANA.
This beautiful, free-flowering plant was introduced recently and on account of its free-blooming qualities has become very popular, especially as a plant for Easter decorations. It is a strong, rapid growth, and the brilliant, rose crimson blossoms in large racemes, are produced from early March until mid-
Summer. In fact, a well-grown specimen will frequently flower the greater part of the year. Altogether a most desirable sub-
ject for the conservatory or window garden. 75 cents per dozen; $6.00 per hundred.
COLEUS.

Our collection of Coleus is the finest in the land, in any color desired. 35 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

CAMELLIA JAPONICA.

This is the Famous "Japonica" of the South.

LEAVES Glossy-green, flowers of exquisite beauty and waxy texture. From pure white to crimson in almost endless variation, the pure white ones generally prized above the colored varieties. Culture nearly related to that of the Azaleas, but their success is more certain. Requires shade and moisture throughout the hot season. Time of blooming is in Winter and in early Spring. Requires a moderate and constant temperature, with as little artificial heat as possible. When set with flower buds great care must be taken in watering — when left to dry the buds are sure to drop. We have a fine assortment in all colors. Large, strong plants, two to two-and-a-half feet high, bushy. 75 cents each; $6.50 per dozen; $30.00 per hundred. We have some fine, strong plants three feet high, with large bushy top well branched, at $1.50 each. These will retail readily for $5.00 each. They are extra fine plants.

CALADIUM ESCULENTUM, or ELEPHANT'S EAR.

One of the most beautiful and startling ornamental foliage plants in cultivation, either for culture in large pots or tubs, or for planting out on the lawn. Will grow in any garden soil, and is of the easiest culture. When of full size it stands about five feet high, with immense leaves, often measuring four feet in length, by two and one-half in breadth. Smooth, of bright green color, beautifully veined and variegated with dark green. The roots should be protected in dry sand in the cellar during Winter, if not dug out during summer. Good, small bulbs, 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred. Fine large bulbs, $1.00 per dozen; $7.50 per hundred. Extra large bulbs, three to four pounds in weight, 35 cents each.

CANNAS.

All the leading varieties. 50 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

CROTTONS.

The Crotons are among the finest decorative foliage plants known. As easy to grow as Coleus, and much brighter in their coloring. Our customers everywhere, especially in the South, should bed out Crotons. The leaves of all are more or less veined and margined, sometimes entirely variegated with shades of yellow, orange and crimson. Some have long, narrow leaves, arching gracefully, fountain fashion, others are broad and short, oak leaved. Some recurve very much, others are twisted, cork-screw-like. Crotons love heat, sunshine and moisture. The Crotons are fast becoming one of our most beautiful bedding plants, and are also one of the handsomest house-plants in pots. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Acutefolium. — Broad green leaves with yellow spots. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Chrysophyllum. — A lovely Croton of many shades. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Dermelianum. — Chocolate, with bright orange red spots. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Interruptum. — Long, narrow leaves. Center yellow and red. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Lowi. — Crimson, nearly scarlet, yellow. Lovely. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Makoyanum. — Chocolate and carmine markings. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Pictus. — Lovely marking of green and orange. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Splendens. — Green and orange, leaves marked with bright yellow. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Veitchii. — Yellow, green and crimson. One of the best. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

NEW AND SCARCE CROTONS.

The following varieties of Crotons are quite an improvement over the older kinds, the foliage being more distinctly marked with brighter colors, therefore more attractive. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Aureas. — Polka dot leaves; deep green; profusely spotted with bright yellow. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Ingomar. — Lovely green leaves, with bright yellow center. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Oliveri. — The brightest of all Crotons. Crimson, yellow and green. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Klitigii. — Deep green, irregularly spotted with golden yellow. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Nestor. — Olive ground. Pink midrib and cream spots. Fine. 50 cents per dozen, $3.00 per hundred.

Spirale. — Leaves twisted like a corkscrew. Very pretty. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

Volutum. — Green, with yellow center. Curved like a ram's horn. Very lovely. 75 cents per dozen, $4.00 per hundred.

FANCY-LEAVED CALADIUMS.

Fancy-leaved Caladiums have, in recent years, grown very rapidly in popular favor, not only for decoration of the conservatory and greenhouse and window boxes, but nearly all the varieties succeed admirably if planted out of doors when the ground has become warm, in partly shaded, sheltered borders, in well enriched light soil, while for exhibition plants at fairs, etc., during the summer and fall months, nothing can equal their beauty. Our collection is very fine. Well dried, extra large bulbs, our selection of sorts, $1.50 per dozen. These are the finest bulbs you ever saw of fancy Caladiums.

Calyxanthemums.

In one hundred leading varieties, 35 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Cyclamen, Persicium Giganteum, or Persian Violet.

This is a decided improvement over the old variety, being of a more robust habit and stronger grower. Produces flowers on short, stout stems, and optimum size, often measuring on well grown bulbs, two inches in diameter. The foliage is also beautiful. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.
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CALLA LILIES.

NEW DWARF CALLA LILY, LITTLE GEM.

It is our good fortune to have come into possession of this most valuable of all Callas. The following facts will convince anyone of the great superiority over the old sort. Of dwarf habit, the same plant will grow and bloom for years without once ceasing, the quantity of bloom which a good plant will produce being as many flowers as the stalks will hold. All in all, it is one of the most desirable plants we have ever offered. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

THE BLACK CALLA.

Its flowers are enormous, fully a foot in length. Color a clear, cool black, so intense that it really shows a brilliancy and, as may well be imagined, it is a flower of most striking oddity and beauty. The bulbs must be set in the open ground, which should be in the Fall, and when growth commences set in a window. After the blooming the foliage will die down, and the bulb should be kept dry for replanting in the Fall. Large flowering bulbs, $1.25 per dozen.

CALLA RICHARDIA—Spotted Calla.

A plant with beautiful spotted leaves. It flowers abundantly during the summer months, when planted out in the open border, shading a sunny window, or the shade of a tree, a Calla, and are pure white, shaded with violet inside. Keep dry in Winter and start in the Spring like a Dahlia. The plant belongs to the same perpetual flowering family as the extra large flowering bulbs, 50 per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

CALLA ETHIOPICA—Egyptian Lily.

This is the well-known Egyptian Lily, or Lily of the Nile, with large, white flowers, broad foliage, and it will prosper under any conditions. We have had it in cultivation for several years, and we are your headquarters for them. We have two sizes. Strong blooming bulbs, 75 cents per dozen; $6.00 per hundred. Large flowering bulbs, $1.50 per dozen; $10.00 per hundred.

CALLA HASTATA—The Yellow Calla.

This Lily has a lovely lemon yellow flower and resembles the white Calla except in the color of the bloom. Fine bulbs, $1.50 per dozen.

CREASE MYRTLE.

Handsome shrubs when in bloom. The flowers cover the entire surface of the plant, and give the bush a brilliant appearance. The best varieties are the following: Pink, $1.25 per dozen; $10.00 per hundred.

CHINESE MARRIAGE VINE.

It is hardy everywhere. As a vine for permanent effect, for shading a sunny window, or as a vine to be trained on a trellis, or over a veranda, and for perfect hardiness cannot be excelled. Full panicles of flowers and scarlet berries are constantly appearing from early Spring till late in the Fall. We have the large sort, 75 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

CINNAMON VINE.

This is a lovely Hardy vine, bearing white flowers. Fine cinnamon fragrance. 35 cts. per dozen; $2.00 per hundred.

CLEMATIS.

Clematis Paniculata.—One of the most beautiful of our hardy flowering vines. The flowers are pure white, and are borne in clusters, mixed with pink, along the stems of the plant, so that it is a mass of sheet of fleecy white. 50 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

Clematis Flammula.—Virginia's Bower. A general favorite where a hardy, rapid-growing, graceful vine is desired. Its small, bright green foliage is almost hidden by large clusters of fine, fragrant white flowers. 50 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

LARGE-FLOWERING CLEMATIS.

Duchess of Edinburg.—This is, without doubt, the best of the double whites. Very free-flowering, very fragrant. 35 cents each; $3.50 per dozen.

Jackmanii.—From four to six inches in diameter, intense violet-purple, free-flowering, the outer petals white. 35 cents each; $3.50 per dozen.

Henryi.—Flowers are large—six to nine inches in diameter. Pure white. One of the best. 35 cents each; $3.50 per dozen.

Kermesin Rubra.—This beautiful Clematis is much sought after, but is very scarce. The color is a bright rosy red, entirely distinct from any other sort. A permanent and truly veined. The best. 35 cents each; $3.50 per dozen.

Stern King. (Rizzardi.) This is without question the finest of all pure white Dahlias. It is extremely early, a profuse and perfect bloom, full to center, while the outer petals reflect to the stem. The color is a solid, pure yellow, the clearest, richest shade ever seen. Irresistible for cutting and exhibition purposes.

William Agnew.—The grandest red Cactus Dahlia ever produced, and one that will eventually find its way into every color list. The color is a distinct rich red, with the inside of the petals sometimes measuring more than seven inches in diameter. Always full to the center, of perfect form, and of exquisite quality and finish, while the color is a rich red, rosy, and bright color, dashing red. The petals are very long, the outer rows being beautifully twisted. Certainly a grand variety.

Nymphette, the New Dutch Cut Flower. The best of all the Dutch Dahlia. By far the most delicate beautiful Dahlia ever produced. The color is a soft, delicate, light shrimp pink, shading slightly darker toward the outside, while the inner petals are of large, perfect form and most exquisite, being soft, waxy, delicate and graceful. Has a delicate, refined Water Lily fragrance, and with its striking color and flower size, of which the plant is also very interesting. One of the most beautiful varieties of its kind, and deservedly so.
FUCHSIAS.

All the leading varieties, both double and single. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

FEVERFEW, LITTLE GEM.

This is the dwarf variety: bearing pure white double flowers. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

BEAUTIFUL MARGUERITE DAISIES.

Marguerite Daisy, Madame Gallibert.—This is one of the finest new sorts ever introduced. Nothing can be imagined that is finer. All know the old varieties of Paris Daisies, how beautiful and much sought after for decorations of all kinds. This variety bears blooms constantly, and will produce ten blooms to the old variety's one. Nothing is so very and graceful as these blossoms of large, white petals showing a yellow per disc. 50 cents per dozen; $5.00 per hundred.

Marguerite Daisy, Etole d'or.—The new yellow Paris Daisy, similar to the above, but a rich, golden color. The two varieties go handsomely together. 50 cents per dozen; $5.00 per hundred.

Agatha Celestis, or Celestial Daisy.—The flowers are a delicate sky blue with a yellow disc. It is certainly a charming plant. Dwarf growing, not over a foot in height, and the bushes fairly ornamented with lovely, blue blossoms. Thecut-out stores in the cities use them by the hundreds of thousands. Perfectly hardy. Very desirable. 50 cents per dozen; $5.00 per hundred.

DEUTZIAS.

Lemolutchi.—New. Flowers pure white, borne on stout branches which are of upright growth. Habit dwarf and free-flowering. A decided acquisition. 75 cents per dozen.

Gracillia.—A charming species of dwarf habit. Flowers pure white, very graceful and pretty. 75 cents per dozen.

DRACÉNAS.

Dracena Indivisa.—This variety is used very extensively as an indoor plant for vases, urns, etc. It stands full exposure to the sun. Its long, narrow, graceful foliage contrasts beautifully with other foliage and flowering plants. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Dracena Terminalis.—A superb species, with rich, crimson foliage so marked with carmine pink and creamy white that words cannot express the exquisite coloring. This is one of the most admired of the species, its elegant habit and extremely beautiful, lively coloring giving it marked value. For room adornment, or as a vase plant for outdoor use, it is indispensible. Young plants, $1.00 per dozen.

DICENTRA SPECTABILIS.

Bleeding Heart.—A hardy perennial plant with rose-colored flowers in great abundance. One of the best border plants. Perfectly hardy and evergreen. 75 cents per dozen.

EULALIAS.

50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Gracillima Univittata.—A beautiful Ornamental Grass, with narrow, graceful foliage. Very valuable.


Tina, Zebra-striped Eulalia.—One of the most beautiful of all Foliage Plants. Foliage marked crosswise with bands of white and green.

FIGUS ELASTICA. INDIA RUBBER PLANT.

Very large, smooth, leathery leaves. Evergreen foliage. Favored especially by the finest house plants. Each new leaf is enclosed in a long, corded envelope which in time becomes a glistening red flower bud. The rubber of commerce is obtained from this plant. It stands all kinds of hard treatment. Eighteen to twenty feet high. 40 cents each; $4.00 per dozen; $25.00 per hundred.

WHITE DAY LILY.

FUNKIA ALBA.

The Funkias all make handsome, easy plants, and this is the best of the lot. Beautiful, broad, oval leaves, with large, lily-like, pure white, fragrant flowers. 60 cents per dozen. We also offer a variegated-foliage Day Lily, leaves blotched with white. Lovely. 60 cents per dozen.

The popularity of Ferns has increased wonderfully in the past few years, and they are now indispensable in all choice floral decorations, and are especially valuable for ferneries, for room and table decorations. No collection of plants is complete without Ferns.

Nephrolepis Exaltata Bostoniensis.—In the vicinity of Boston no other plant is used so extensively as this graceful 

Nephrolepis, which differs from the ordinary Sword Fern in having much longer fronds, which frequently attain a length of six feet. These arch and droop over very gracefully, on account of which it is frequently called the Fountain Fern. This drooping habit makes it an excellent plant to grow as a single specimen on a table or pedestal. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred; $55.00 per thousand.

Lygodium Scandens.—(The Japanese Climbing Fern.) This makes a growth of from eight to fifteen feet, and is a very graceful, dainty and desirable variety. 15 cents each.

Adiantum Cuneatum.—(Maidenhair Fern.)—This is the beautiful Maidenhair Fern which the florists employ so many ways, either as pot plants or cut fronds. It is very light, airy and graceful. Don't confound it with the old common Maidenhair Fern. 60c per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

Nephrolepis Compacta Cordata.—(New Sword Fern.) It is of a free, strong growing, compact habit, attaining, when full grown, a height of about two feet. The fronds are of a dark green color, very rich, of upright growth, with just sufficient arch in them to make them graceful. For house culture or for window-gardening we don't know of any other variety that would give the same satisfaction, and which we could recommend so highly. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Davallia Stricta.—(Maidenhair Fern.)—One of the finest Ferns in cultivation, whether for growing as a decorative plant in the room or planting out. The fronds are of strong texture, very fine and delicate. 75 cents per dozen.

Pteris Tremula.—(Shaking Fern.)—The slightest movement of the air shakes the leaves of this Fern, which we recommend as being very desirable for house culture. It grows readily and very fast. 50 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.

Pteris Argyrea.—(The Silver Fern.) A very showy Fern, with light green fronds, with a broad band of silver white down the center of each. Very distinct and beautiful. 60 cents per dozen; $5.00 per hundred.
Geraniums.

All the leading varieties in all colors, both double and single, name what you want. 50 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.

Apple Geranium.—This is the old-fashioned Geranium, the fragrance of whose foliage resembles ripe apples. It is very desirable, and much sought after, being very scarce. Fine plants, 50 cents per dozen; $1.50 per hundred.

Ivy-Leafed Geraniums.—The best double-flowered varieties. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Pelargoniums, or Lady Washington Geraniums.—A choice assortment of the best double and single-flowered varieties at $1.00 per dozen.

Sweet-scented Geraniums.—Including Balm, Oak-leaved, Rose, Nutmeg, Pepper, etc. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Bronze and Silver-leaved Geraniums.—In fine assortment. 75 cents per dozen.

GLOXINIAS.

These are among the most beautiful of all our summer-blooming plants. The rosette of velvety green leaves is surmounted with a cluster of lovely, trumpet-shaped flowers as large as Gladioli blooms. The coloring is exquisite. The ground work of many is pure white, with throats of blue, scarlet, rose, crimson or velvety purple, while others are beautifully flecked and striped with the brightest colors, and the tubes are of a bright color with white throat. The bulbs should be planted in a half-gallon, greenhouse, hotbed or sunny window. They will bloom until late in Summer, when they should be dried off, letting the leaves dry. The pots can be kept over Winter in a cellar free from frost. They are very easily grown. Fine bulbs of choicest varieties, 60 cents per dozen; $1.00 per hundred.

Grevillea Robusta, Australian Silk Tree.

A splendid decorative plant, much quicker growing than a Palm and very effective, with its long, drooping, silky foliage deeply cut like a large growing Fern, or a pinnated-leaved Palm. Be sure to try it for your window. It cannot be excelled. 40 cents per dozen; $1.50 per hundred.
GENISTA CANARIENSIS. Fountain of Gold.

This beautiful plant well deserves the great popularity it has gained in the past two years. The drooping branches are covered with delicate, sage-green foliage, and every twig is tipped with a long raceme of exquisite, pea-shaped blossoms of a pure canary color, almost hiding the foliage, and suggesting the name "Fountain of Gold." Charming. 40 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

CHINESE HIBISCUS.

Large-growing tropical shrubs with very glossy foliage. The plants, under the hottest sun, produce enormous flowers in great numbers, and make noble specimens. Can be grown in tubs and kept for years. Blossoms average five to six inches in diameter and are gorgeously colored.

40 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Hibiscus, Auriartica,—large and double, with orange-colored flowers.

Colturi.—Flowers buff yellow, with a crimson scarlet base.

Peacock.—New. A very large, brilliant flower of clearest scarlet.

Double Crimson.—This grand variety has immense flowers of the richest crimson. Combined with glossy foliage renders it the best of all.

Miniatus. Semidouble.—Semi-double flowers of a brilliant vermilion scarlet, petals waved and recurved, and very handsome.

General Courtigis.—A very grand and large-sized flower, single, light scarlet. Very showy. This is the brightest of all.

Grandiflorus.—Rich, glossy foliage, literally covering the plant with scarlet crimson flowers.

Rosa Sinensis.—Flowers red and very large, averaging nearly five inches in diameter.

Scented.—A curiously formed flower pendent, the petals in a whorl, orange red. Totally unlike any other Hibiscus, or indeed any other flower. The petals are over one inch in length. Not only a great beauty, but highly ornamental.

Sub-Violaceus.—Flowers of enormous size, of a beautiful carmine, tinted with violet. Probably the largest flower of the Hibiscus family, and an unusually free bloomer. We take great pleasure in recommending this fine plant.

Versicolor.—A variety combining in its flowers all colors of the whole family, handsomely striped crimson, buff, rose, white.

Zeylanus.—Double, the outer petals scarlet, edged with yellow, inner petals are very irregular, curiously variegated with creamy yellow white.

NEW PINK HIBISCUS, "PEACH BLOW."

This is a sport from the double red Hibiscus "Rosa Sinensis." The flowers are double and from four to five inches in diameter, of a charming rich, clear pink color, with small, deep crimson center. It is one of the finest flowering plant novelties recently offered. The color is an entirely new and beautiful shade, and it blooms abundantly and continuously during the summer and fall months. Large plants two to three years old make a magnificent show. It will give general satisfaction to those who try it. In pots or planted out in the garden. It blooms well in the winter in the greenhouse or in a sunny window. 75 cents per dozen; $5.00 per hundred.

HELIANTHUS. Hardy Sunflower.

This fine plant will live through our Northern Winters with protection, or can be wintered in the cellar. Height three to four feet, and bears a profusion of perfectly double, bright golden flowers, about the size and form of a nice Dahlia, for which it is sometimes mistaken. One of the really good things which should be in every garden. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

HOYA CARNOSA—THE WAX PLANT.

This is a lovely house plant. Grows into a handsome plant, and bears large umbels of white flowers that are covered with wax; hence its name. It is very desirable. $1.00 per dozen.

HELIOTROPES.

Price, 35 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

Florence Nightingale.—The best free flowering light lavender.

Chlefallan.—Color deepest violet purple, large white eye, very fragrant. The plant is of vigorous habit, very floriferous.

Snow Wreath.—Superb large clusters of deliciously fragrant flowers of pure white.

Albert Delaux.—(Purple and Gold.) Foliage is a bright golden yellow, very pronounced, and marked slightly with a delicate green. In bloom it is exquisitely beautiful, the deep lavender color of the flower contrasting admirably with the ever varying foliage, very free flowering, trusses large.

The Queen.—For a neat, dwarf habit, profusion of bloom and richness of odor, this Heliotrope has no equal, and its vivid color of royal purple with a distinct white center gives us something entirely new in color, either for Summer decoration or Winter flowering. This is by far the best of all Heliotropes. Simply grand.
HYDRANGEAS.

New Hydrangea, Monstrosa. — The best of all the Hydrangeas, 60 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

New Hydrangea, Red-Branched. — (Rusby's Pictus) A valuable addition to the list of Hydrangeas, with dark red branches that brighten to a clear crimson color as they near the flower trusses. The plant is hardy, and produces freely immense heads of deep rose-colored flowers. A novelty of sterling merit that is sure to become very popular. This is by far the prettiest Hydrangea. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Otaksa. — The old favorite variety. Pink flowers changing to blue in soils containing iron. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Thomas Hogg. — A pure white variety, with trusses of flowers measuring fifteen inches in diameter. The plants, when full grown, attain a height and width of six feet. Perfectly hardy. One of the finest plants for cemeteries. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Sorbaria. — A beautiful double-flowered variety with edge of petals frimbriated. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Paniculata Grandiflora. — The hardy Hydrangea, immense panicles or heads of white flowers, fine plants. Per dozen, $1.35.

HONEY SUCKLES.

Price. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Aurea Reticulata. — (Golden-Aurea) A variety with beautiful, variegated foliage and flowers. Perfectly hardy and of great beauty. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Chinese Evergreen. — Blooms nearly all the season; deliciously fragrant, flowers buff, yellow and white. This plant thrives in Japan. A constant bloomer of the class, being literally covered all Summer with beautiful yellow and white flowers.

Belgian or European Sweet-scented. — Sometimes called Monthly Fragrant or Dutch Honeysuckle. A fine, hardly grower, flowers large and exceedingly sweet, color buff, yellow and red. A constant bloomer. The finest Honeysuckle, suitable for trellis or pillar.

Scarlet Trumpet, or Red Coral. — A rapid grower, bright red, with trumpet-shaped flowers. This is the old, well-known variety.

THE BEAUTIFUL IRIS, KEMPFFERI.

It is perfectly hardy. The newer varieties of this King of Iris, recently introduced from Japan, are marvels of beauty and size, sending up the blooms three feet a dozen flower spikes, each spike bearing from two to four enormous blossoms eight to ten inches across, and of the most delicate and charming combinations.

Named varieties, our selection, $1.00 per dozen.

IMPATIENS SULATIAN.

This makes a very shapely plant, and is in bloom continuously the year round, outdoors or indoors, even in the small plants three or four inches high. Very showy, bright blue, and come so profusely as to almost cover the entire plant. Very desirable. 40 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

FRAGRANT JASMINES.

Jasminum Gracilinimum. — Exceedingly floriferous. A flowerer. This is the most perfect, that terminates in a dense cluster of pure white, fragrant flowers. In bloom in the greenhouse from October to February. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Cape Jasmine. — Well known for its delicious fragrance and beauty of its flowers, which are white and double. 75 cents per dozen.

Revolutum. — A yellow-flowered Jasmine, nearly hardy and exquisitely fragrant. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Pestica. — Similar to the Jasmine Grand. Flower small, but borne on larger spikes. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Grandiflorum. — Catalonian Jasmine. It is from Italy. The flowers are pure white, star-shaped, and of excellent fragrance. 10 cents each; fine strong plants, 25 cents each.

Maid of Orleans. — In this beautiful Jasmine there are combined some sterling qualities that place it a peer over existing sorts. Easy culture, fine grower, good bloomer, elegant fragrance, and double flowers of cluster and waxy white appearance. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Grand Duke of Tuscany. — This Jasmine is very easily grown, even small plants bearing a profusion of very double, cream white flowers, which are a delight to the eye. It is a magnificent plant, looking as if it will become one of the most valuable and popular pot plants when it becomes better known. It can be grown in a dry cellar in Winter. 50 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

Confederate Jasmine, Rhynchospermum Jasminoides. — This makes an elegant hard-woody climber, or can be trained to bush form. It bears large bunches of pure white flowers, with the most delicate Jasmine perfume. It is known in the South, where it is hardy, as the Confederate Jasmine. It will delight all. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

JUSTICIA CARNEA.

Brazilian Plumie Plant. — Perhaps no plants have attracted so much attention in the last two years as the Justicia, or Brazilian Plumie Plant. The plant is a strong, rapid grower, and throws up long stems, on which are produced fine, plum-like pink flowers, the ends of each petal drooping in a most charming manner. When plants are but a few months old they are literally covered with their beautiful blossoms. It does equally well, either for house or outdoor culture. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

VEEPING LANTANA.

A Weeping Plant of Great Beauty.

One of the grandest basket plants grown. The plant has a most graceful, drooping habit, grows very rapidly, and blooms continually Summer and Winter, producing large clusters of most delicate bright or rose pink. Foliage beautiful dark green. A single plant, on August 1st, the past Summer, had five hundred and ninety clusters of flowers on it. The same plant December 1st had three hundred and fifty clusters of flowers on it, which proves it one of the most persistent bloomers, and it does equally well Winter and Summer. We know of nothing of recent introduction that is so easily grown and gives so much pleasure and satisfaction as this beautiful Lantana. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

LINUM TRIGYNUM.

A plant of great beauty, producing in the greatest profusion very large and showy blossoms of a bright yellow color. It is probably the finest Winter blooming plant we have. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

LILY OF THE VALLEY.

The Lily of the Valley is one of those delicate, sweet little flowers that not only adorn the garden with their beauty, but give delight by their perfume. Put four or five or half a dozen of the pips or bulbs in a pot, and in about four or five weeks they will flower. In the Spring transplant them to the garden. Fine pips, $1.00 per hundred.

LANTANAS, OR SHRUBBY VERBENAS.

The brilliant colors, robust growth and profuse blooming habit of the Lantana render it one of the finest bedding plants we grow. The flowers embrace all of the most delicate shades of orange, sulphur, cream, white, etc., changing from one distinct color to another as they increase in age and development. The varieties we have give a wide range of color and include the most distinct and profuse kinds. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

Lily of the Valley.
The Wonderful New Lemon, Ponderosa.

Nothing that has ever been brought to our notice in the plant line has caused half the commotion that this wonderful Lemon has. It is a true ever-bearing variety. On a plant six feet high no less than eighty-nine of these ponderous Lemons were growing at one time.

It was a beautiful sight to see. The tree was blooming, and at the same time had fruit at all stages of development, from the size of a pea up to the ripe fruit, showing it to be a true ever-bearer. Fruit has been taken from this tree weighing over four pounds. The Lemons have very thin rind for such large fruit. It is the juiciest of all Lemons, makes delicious lemonade, and for culinary purposes cannot be excelled. It is not uncommon to make twelve lemon pies from one lemon. We have the entire stock of this ponderous Lemon, and guarantee the trees to produce the same large fruit.

Ponderosa Lemon is sure to become popular when it is known. It fruits when quite small, and makes a lovely house plant. Everybody can grow their own lemons. Will fruit freely the second year. Thrifty young plants, $1.00 per dozen; $7.00 per hundred.

Otaheite Orange.

This valuable and distinct variety of the Orange family is a dwarf, compact grower, with glossy, deep green foliage, which has a decided odor of the orange trees of Florida, and is exceedingly floriferous, producing a wonderful profusion of pure white flowers of the most delicious fragrance, identical with the much sought for blooms of Southern orange groves. Otaheite fruits immediately after flowering, bearing fruit about one-half the size of the ordinary Orange, retaining in a marked degree its sweetness. This unique Orange cannot be equalled as a Winter blooming pot plant for house culture, and is of the easiest culture. Requires but little sunlight, and flowers and fruits when but twelve to fifteen inches high.

As a pot plant this lovely dwarf orange is one of the most novel and beautiful that can be grown. With a couple of plants of it you can have an abundance of the far-famed delicate and fragrant Orange blossoms. We have grown a large stock of this beautiful Orange, clean, vigorous plants that will bloom and fruit at once, and commend it to our friends as a novelty of sterling worth and merit. 30 cents per dozen; $1.50 per hundred; $25.00 per thousand; fine plants from three-inch pots, 25 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

HARDY LILIES.

Lilium Auratum.—(Golden-Brayed Queen of Lilies.) This is the grandest Lily grown, and a never-failing delight. The perfume is exquisite—light, yet penetrating. Also known as "Gold-banded Lily from Japan." $1.00 per dozen; $6.50 per hundred.

Candidum.—(The Ascension Lily.) The well-known hardy garden Lily. Snow white, fragrant blossoms. One of the best, and an established favorite. $1.00 per dozen; $6.50 per hundred.

Tigrinum Flora Plena.—(The Double Tiger Lily) Bright orange, spotted black, and very double. $1.00 per dozen; $6.50 per hundred.

Spectosa Rubrum.—A beautiful bright rose, spotted with a dark, velvety crimson. $1.00 per dozen.

PURPLE LILAC.

This is the old time favorite of everybody's garden. 75 cents per dozen.

WHITE PERSIAN LILAC.

It is doubtful if anything in the whole range of flowering shrubs surpasses this in grace and elegance, or in hardness and usefulness. As a decorative plant on the lawn or in the border it is without a peer, and its pure white, graceful plumes of fragrant flowers add grace and beauty to bouquets, vases, etc. As a cemetery plant it is without a rival. The plants we offer are unusually fine. $1.00 per dozen.

MADEIRA VINE.

This is one of the most beautiful of climbers. Grows rapidly, bearing small, white blossoms that are exquisitely fragrant. Fine tubers. 25 cents per dozen; $2.00 per hundred.
MILK AND WINE LILY, or Crinum Fimbriatum.

"I must tell you that Milk and Wine Lily has done famous work. It has developed nine fine blooms and there are two unopened buds. We therefore gave it a free ride last Wednesday to our chapel services. It was admired by everybody. There were Bostomians and people from various towns to admire and enjoy it."—Mrs. E. Adams, Mass. A grand sort, the most beautiful of the Crinums. Its bulbs grow large, and its strong-growing foliage is erect and arrow-shaped. Flowers in umbels very large and showy, three to four inches in diameter, striped with white and carmine and very fragrant. Hardy in the South. Extra large bulbs, 50 cents each; fine blooming bulbs, 25 cents each; $2.00 per dozen.

MAGNOLIA FUSCATA. The Great Banana Shrub.

This is a dwarf-growing, true Banana Shrub. It is always scarce and difficult to procure. We have succeeded in securing fine, large stock, and offer it reasonable. April and May is when it gladdens the heart with its profusion of small flowers of brownish yellow color, exhaling a most exquisite fragrance, similar to aripe Banana. This is decidedly a great favorite, and with Olea Fragrans makes the two finest and most elegant of all shrubs for the South. This Shrub is hardy in the South. $3.50 per dozen.

HARDY MAGNOLIAS. These hardy Magnolias can only be sent by express. We offer three colors: red, rose and white. Hardy strong plants, for 50 cents each.

MANETTA BICOLOR. The most wonderful new vine or plant that has yet been produced. It blooms in Winter as well as Summer. It is both a rapid and beautiful climber. The flowers are from an inch to an inch and a half in length, of a most intense bright scarlet, shading into flame, tipped with the deepest golden yellow, and covered with a thick scarlet moss. The blossoms remain on the plants for weeks before falling. Has our highest commendation. Send to us and get the genuine. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

MAHERNIA, or HONEY BELLS. This is a fast-growing dwarf plant that bears bell-shaped yellow flowers freely, which are as sweet as any flower we grow. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

Moon Flowers.

The True Ever-blooming Moon Flower, Ipomoea Grandiflora.—We have the true variety that blooms constantly. If planted out in rich ground, in a situation where it has full exposure to the sun, it will attain a height (if given a wire or string to twine on) of forty feet by October 15th, blooming abundantly the entire season. It is called "Moon Flower" from its rare peculiarity of blooming best at night, although it expands its flowers in dull days. The flowers are pure white, from five to six inches in diameter, emitting a rich, Jasmine-like odor at night. The "Moon Flower" is a tender plant, but it can easily be kept in the house over Winter. It roots so easily from slips that no attempt should be made to lift large plants. The true "Moon Flower," 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Moon Flower, Learit, or Heavenly Blue.—This makes a splendid companion plant to the white "Moon Flower." It is equally rapid in growth and as fine blooming as the white variety, although blooming in the morning and dull days. The flowers are the most heavenly blue, with reddish purple rays, and are six inches across. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

HARDY MOON VINE. Pure white flowers and entirely hardy. 10 cents each; 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

MYRTUS COMMUNIS. The sweet-foliaged Myrtle; makes handsome shrubs. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

OLEA FRAGRANS, or TEA OLIVE. One of the most desirable flowering shrubs of Southern gardens, and also a favorite house plant in the North. Has deep green foliage similar to the Camellia. The white flowers, although small, are produced in great profusion, and emit the most pleasing fragrance. It has been well said that each individual bloom has more sweetness than the most fragrant Lily. The blooming period begins in the Fall and lasts for several months. It is of easy culture, and especially desirable as a window plant. $2.00 per dozen.

OLEANDERS. These old-fashioned shrubs are becoming immensely popular again. We are growing and selling them by the thousands. No plant makes more handsome specimens in tubs for the veranda or yard. Can be wintered in the cellar. Price, 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Oleander, Rosa. — Has double pink flowers. The old favorite. Very sweet.

Lilian Henderson.—Has double white flowers of the largest size. Fragrant like the old double pink. Scent.

Lutea.—Has double Primrose yellow flowers of a lovely shade. Also fragrant.
ORANGE KUMQUAT, OR KIN KAN.
This unique and wonderfully beautiful orange is a native of Japan, where it is known as the Kin Kan, which means gold orange; its other name—Kumquat—is Chinese for the same meaning. It bears in the most marvelously profuse little miniature oranges, no larger than a damson plum, of a rich golden color and glistering amid the dark foliage like burnished gold. The whole fruit, rind and all, is eaten, and people become very fond of them. The rind is sweet and the pulp agreeable and acid, making a pleasant combination. They are also delicious preserved and crystallized. The plants begin to bear as soon as they have wood enough to hold the fruit, and are loaded with fruit and flowers every year. We have had bushes only twenty inches high carrying upward of one hundred oranges. We have put in cuttings in the Fall that started growth the following March, bloomed and set fruit in June, which ripened in the Fall—only one year from the time the cuttings were propagated! A small tree, not more than six feet high and five feet through, bore over two thousand fruits, and this is by no means an extraordinary yield for this sort. The branches are slender, without thorns, the leaves narrow and oval, and the plant assumes a fine shape. As a pot plant it will create a sensation everywhere grown. As a window plant for the North as well as for gardens in the Orange region, the Kin Kan is one of the handsomest and most valuable ornamentals. Diminutive trees in pots are loaded with fruit and flowers every year. The small but exquisitely beautiful fruit hangs on the unique and handsome evergreen trees all winter. Fine plants, to bear at once, 50 cents each.

OXALIS, ORTGISI.
Upright Oxalis, or Star of Bethlehem.—Few new plants will give better satisfaction than this, as it is a perpetual bloomer in every sense of the word. It is full of bloom every day in the year, and a fine pot plant with its starry leaves and stellate flowers and can be depended upon for good color. It grows as freely as a Geranium in any situation. It is a shrubby plant, like a Geranium or Fuchsia without buds, in which respect it differs from other Oxalis. It is more easily propagated to eighteen inches in height, branching freely, and loaded with star-like flowers of light, apple green, delicate and graceful, in the flowerpot as well as in the garden. It is a most delicious and lasting cut flower, a very strong grower, and makes an excellent and agreeable pot plant. The plant flowers freely in the fall; it is as much a star plant in the Fall as in the Spring. It is a beautiful and agreeable pot plant, and is surprising to see what attention it will attract. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

NEW OXALIS, PRINCESS.
This new Oxalis comes from San Diego, California, where it has been introduced from the Islands of the Pacific. It goes under the name of Duchess, Pink Beauty, etc., in various catalogues. A plant with a height of the flowerpot, the size of a quarter of a dollar, and makes a perfect carpet of its bright pink flowers. The best Oxalis extant. 50 cents per dozen.

PHILADELPHUS, MOCK ORANGE.
Grows to a height of eight to ten feet. We have both the double and single-flowered. 75 cents per dozen.

HARDY PHLOX.
50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

OLD OXALIS, PRINCESS.
This new Oxalis comes from San Diego, California, where it has been introduced from the Islands of the Pacific. It goes under the name of Duchess, Pink Beauty, etc., in various catalogues. A plant with a height of the flowerpot, the size of a quarter of a dollar, and makes a perfect carpet of its bright pink flowers. The best Oxalis extant. 50 cents per dozen.

PHILADELPHUS, MOCK ORANGE.
Grows to a height of eight to ten feet. We have both the double and single-flowered. 75 cents per dozen.

HARDY PHLOX.
50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

OLD OXALIS, PRINCESS.
This new Oxalis comes from San Diego, California, where it has been introduced from the Islands of the Pacific. It goes under the name of Duchess, Pink Beauty, etc., in various catalogues. A plant with a height of the flowerpot, the size of a quarter of a dollar, and makes a perfect carpet of its bright pink flowers. The best Oxalis extant. 50 cents per dozen.

PLUMBAGOS.
Sanguinea.—The Plumbagos are very desirable plants for bedding or house culture, and are admired by all for their elegant trusses of bloom and the delicate colors of their flowers. The light blue and deep blue and white varieties are well known favorites, but with the new variety, Sanguinea, we have something that is entirely distinct and the prettiest of all Plumbagos. The trusses of bloom are larger than in the older varieties, often measuring ten inches in length, and of the loveliest bright pink or deep rose. Order one and be surprised. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

Capensis Flora Alba.—This is a splendid novelty. The exact counterpart of Plumbago Capensis except in color, which in this beautiful novelty is a clear white. This is one of the leading new plants of the year. Do not confound this with the old worthless white. One of the most satisfactory bedding plants out. We recommend this highly. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Cynosarges.—The hardy deep blue variety. 35 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

Sanguinea.—The light sky blue variety. 50 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred.

HARDY SCOTCH, OR SWEET MAY PINKS.
These are the pinks of our mothers' gardens. They are dwarfer than the Carnation, growing about one foot in height, the color being of the various shades of maroon, carmine and rose, beautifully banded and banded on white ground. The flowers are perfectly double, clooesented, and the plants will stand out of doors year after year, being entirely hardy. 40 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

PEONIES. The Pineys of Our Mothers' Gardens.
These species do not die down to the ground like the herbaceous sorts, but make fine bushes three to four feet high, covered in spring with immense flowers. 40 cents each.
ARECA LUTESCENS.

This majestic Palm is without a peer for strength and elegance combined. Its dark, glossy, green leaves are gracefully curved on slender stems, and the entire foliage is gracefully disposed. The trunk and stems are a golden yellow, irregularly spotted with bronze green, giving it a peculiar charm. The built up plants of this Palm, that is, three plants in a pot, are very handsome and deservedly popular.

2-in. pots. 8 in. high.......................... 15c each. $1.25 per doz. 5-in. pots. 15 in. high. 9 to 11 leaves...... 35c each.

CYCAS REVOLUTA—Sago Palm.

These are magnificent plants of noble, majestic habit and most impressive. They are probably the most valuable decorative plants grown, both for lawn and house decorations. Their heavy, glossy, green fronds resist alike the gas, dust, dry heat and cold to which decorative plants are frequently exposed. Our plants are an exceptionally fine lot of popular sizes for home decoration.

STEMS.
3 to 4 inches high, 6 to 8 leaves, 12 to 15 inches long...... $1.50
4 to 5 inches high, 8 to 10 leaves, 18 to 20 inches long...... $2.25
6 inches high, 12 to 15 leaves, 18 to 20 inches long...... $3.50
6 inches high, 12 to 15 leaves, 20 to 24 inches long...... $5.00

CHAMEROPS EXCELSA.

A handsome fan leaf Palm of rapid, easy culture. Very valuable and useful for outdoors during the Summer. Four-inch pots, fine plants, five to six leaves, 75 cents each.

COCOS WEDDELLIANA.

The most elegant and graceful of all the smaller Palms, its slender, erect stem is freely furnished with its graceful, arching leaves of a rich, green color, admirable for Fern dishes, as they are of slow growth and maintain their beauty for a long time.

Three-inch pots, ten to twelve inches high, 40 cents each; $3.00 per hundred.

WASHINGTONIA FILIFERA.

A beautiful Palm. It has elegant, dark green, fan-shaped leaves, from which hang thread-like filaments. We have only small sized plants of this Palm. Nice young plants, 50 cents per dozenth, $3.00 per hundred.

SEAFOORTHIA ELEGANS.

A most useful conservatory or lawn plant. Leaves from two to ten feet long. Largely grown on account of its hardy character. They soon develop into noble specimens. Nice young plants, 30 cents each; $3.00 per hundred.

PALMS.

Palms are now indispensable for all decorations, whether in or outdoors, and for tropical bedding. They are easily grown, and increase their value two to fourfold every year.

NOTICE.—It may be well to state here that young Palms do not resemble the second year, so that when you get your small Palm plant, and see long, narrow leaves instead of the character leaves as shown in the illustrations, do not think the wrong kind has been sent you. Should you order the larger sizes, the character leaves will be developed and answer the illustrations as given here.

The following is a list of rare and handsome varieties that can be recommended for apartments, conservatories, decorations or vase plants during the Summer. They are all grand plants, and of the easiest culture.

ARECA LUTESCENS.

This is one of the finest pot plants imaginable, and the easiest to grow of any of the Palm family. Being almost hardy, it is not injured by slight changes in temperature, and its stiff, glossy leaves enable it to stand the dry, hot air of the living room without injury. The leaves are a deep, glossy green, fan shaped, split deeply into segments. This is, without exception, the most hardy of its class. Very graceful for table decoration.

KENTIA BALMOREANA.

The well known Chinese Fan Palm. This is one of the most exquisitely graceful among Palms. Its wide-spreading, gracefully arching leaves are elegant and effective for apartment decoration. It is considered the handsomest and most valuable of all the Palms.

LIVISTONIA ROTUNDIFOLIA.

Pheonix Canariensis.

One of the hardiest of the Date Palms, with dark green, feathery foliage, of strong growth, and is especially valuable for outdoor decoration, as it stands sun and wind without the least damage, even in most exposed positions.

KENTIA BALMOREANA.

The Miniature Fan Palm.—One of the prettiest Palms especially suited for table decoration. The foliage is similar to that of Latania Borbonica, but smaller and gracefully recurved, forming an almost globular plant. Always scarce. Admired by everybody. Young plants, four-inch pots, four to five leaves, ten inches high, 30 cents each; $1.00 per dozen.

Pheonix Canariensis.

One of the hardiest of the Date Palms, with dark green, feathery foliage, of strong growth, and is especially valuable for outdoor decoration, as it stands sun and wind without the least damage, even in most exposed positions. Six-inch pots, twenty-four to thirty inches high, 50 cents each; $5.00 per dozen. Seven-inch pots, thirty to thirty-six inches high, 85 cents each.
PHRYNIUM VARIATEGATUM.

The Most Ornamental Plant Imaginable.

It is impossible to convey by description or cut anything like a correct idea of the great beauty of this new, ornamental foliage plant. Its habit of growth is almost precisely like the Cannas, and it grows from a tuber which may be wintered dry — like a Gladiolus, if desired, or it may be kept growing the rest of the year as a pot plant. The Canna-like shoots grow from a foot or eighteen inches to three feet high, and the leaves, which are spreading blades of o long lanceolate form, are from six to ten inches long and two to five inches broad. They are bright, pale green, beautifully variegated with pure white and rich cream, the variegations being extremely diversified; indeed, in our beds of these plants it is almost impossible to find two leaves exactly alike. In some leaves the whole area is pure white or rich cream color, in others only one-third or one-half; in others again it is reduced to a few stripes of faint lines — and all these variegations in one plant. It is very free growing and one of the most ornamental plants imaginable, either for pot culture or for bedding out. It is a grand plant for border Cannas beds with, standing the full force of the sun's rays; indeed, the firmer the sunshine the more perfect are the variegations of the leaves. The variegations grow constantly better and new variegated shoots larger and larger. It is managed with the most perfect ease and is absolutely sure to please all who grow it. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

PYRUS JAPONICA, BURINX BUSH, OR JAPAN QUINCE.

One of the most beautiful, hardy flowering shrubs. A splendid lawn plant. The brilliant scarlet flower, produced before the foliage, makes a gorgeous display. 50 cents per dozen.

PURPLE FRINGE.

Much admired for its long, feathery flower-stalks, which give the tree the appearance of being covered with a cloud of smoke. 75 cents per dozen.

PASSIFLORA, CONSTANCE ELLIOTT.

This is the hardy white Passion Flower, and is loved by everybody. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

PRIMULA OBCONICA. Always in Bloom.

This is a charming plant for Winter. In fact we know of none that is better adapted to home culture than this one. It is not susceptible to changes of temperature that most plants are subject to. It bears its elegant panicles and a spurt of bloom of a delicate pink and white, in the greatest profusion. It is certainly elegant. 40 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

NEW EVER-BLOOMING BABY PRIMROSE.

This is the most freely-blooming plant we know of, blooming continuously throughout the entire season. Plants in very small pots have borne from fifteen to twenty sprays of lovely, light pink flowers on stems ten to twelve inches high at one time, and plants in four-inch pots have borne from twenty-five to fifty at one time, lasting in bloom fully four weeks without fading, and continually sending new sprays all over the plant, making it one of the most desirable plants for the house ever introduced. It is a very rapid grower and the easiest grown of all the Primrose family. Very desirable. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

CHINESE PRIMROSE.

In White, Pink and Crimson.

Few house plants afford better satisfaction than this. It requires to be kept cool, a north window suitting it best. Care should be taken in putting it into the water, as it causes them to decay. In the Summer they can be turned out into a shady border. The plants we offer are fine, and the colors will please. We have them in white, pink and crimson. 50 cents per dozen.

PITOSPORUM TOBIARA.

An elegant hard-wooded shrub. Makes handsome specimens, growing into a small tree in a few years. It bears small, white flowers in large bracts, or heads, which are so delicious in fragrance as to remind one of Orange blossoms. Hardy in the South, where it is very popular. $1.25 per dozen; $8.00 per hundred.

ANDANUS UTILIS. (Screw Pine.)

This is a charming plant and is one of our most useful ornamental plants. The foliage is green, edged with red, when the plant is fully developed the leaves describe a perfect screw on the stem, hence the common name, Screw Pine. Tolerates well with your Palms and requires the same culture. Give very little water during the Winter season. Price, fine plants, 25 cents each; $2.50 per dozen.

DOUBLE FRINGED PETUNIAS.

The double Petunia is one of the finest bedding plants for massing, mixed borders or for window-boxes. The brilliancy and variety of its colors, combined with the duration of its blooming period, renders it invaluable for garden decoration. Our collection is unsurpassed for brilliancy of color and size of bloom. It includes all the brightest shades of purple, blue, white, etc. Name the color you want. 50 cents per dozen.

POMEGRANATES.

These make lovely ornaments for the lawn, growing into large, shapely shrubs, foliage small, flowers double and very pretty. We offer three varieties — Double White, Double Scarlet and Double Variegated. 30 cents per dozen; $2.00 per hundred. PANSIES.

Our Pansies are the best the world produces. They combine the choicest large-flowered sorts, both of European and American grower. It has been our aim to make this the finest strain of this favorite flower in existence. 25 cents per dozen; $1.50 per hundred.

RUSSELIA MULTIFLORA, AND ELEGANT- TISSIMA.

This is a grand new plant. The primary stems are strong and graceful. The flower panicles are extremely long and are covered with tassels of flowers over the other. Color a grand coral red. The flowers are tubular, and about an inch in length, and are produced so very freely as to cover the entire plant. It is well named many-flowered. Always in bloom. No better plant is grown for baskets, vases and window-boxes. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.

RUDBECKIA LAGINIFL'A, "Golden Glow."

A hardy perennial plant growing eight feet high, branching freely, and bearing by the hundreds, on long, graceful stems, orange double blossoms of the brightest orange color, and as large as Cactus Dahlias. 40 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Pansy in Bloom.
RHODODENDRON, ROSE BAY.

One of the most valuable of our hardy decorative plants. The leaves are broad, glossy and evergreen. In June, when the masses of rich, glossy-green are surmounted with scarlet, purple and white clusters, each cluster large enough for a bouquet, the display is worthy of admiration. The plants we offer are from twelve to twenty-four inches high, well established—many of them set with buds. The colors are blush, rose crimson dark scarlet, lilac, crimson, purple and variegated. Don't confound these plants with the cheap kinds offered by some, as they are not the same. Fine, large plants, two feet high, with large, branching head, with from eight to ten buds sure to bloom this Spring. 75 cents each.

SWAINSONIA ALBA.

Something new and valuable. It will bloom both Summer and Winter.

A beautiful, continuous-flowering, new plant, with pure white sweet pea-like flowers, produced in sprays of from twelve to twenty blossoms each. Nothing surpasses it as a decorative plant for the window or conservatory. The pinnated, feathery, fern-like foliage is a cheerful light green, and has always a neat and clear appearance. It is of easy culture, growing in almost any light position. Its great freedom of bloom, being seldom without flowers, the grace, purity and beauty of its flowers, and the neat habit and fine appearance of the whole plant will undoubtedly make it one of the most popular plants in cultivation. Especially valuable for cutting. Owing to its ease of culture and beauty of both plant and flower, it is one of the most valuable and desirable house plants that has yet appeared. 50 cents per dozen.

New Swainsonia, Splendens.—Same as above, with bright scarlet flowers. This is the only true scarlet variety. 50 cents per dozen.

Royal Purple. STROBILANTHES DYERIANUS

SALVIAS.

New Dwarf Scarlet Salvia, Le President.—The grandest addition to our list of bedding plants. It forms a compact bush completely covered with rich, scarlet flowers. We have had plants that by actual measurement were only fifteen inches high and two feet across. As a border or vase plant it will be indispensable, and as it will bloom abundantly in pots, it will be of the greatest value as a market plant for florists. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Splendens.—The standard sort for bedding. Flower spikes of the most brilliant scarlet. 40 cents per dozen, $4.50 per hundred.

Alba.—A white variety of Splendens. Identical in every respect except in color, which is pure white. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

Splendens, Variegata.—White and red flowers. Very evenly striped. 40 cents per dozen; $4.50 per hundred.

New Salvia, Yellow Bird.—Has beautiful yellow foliage, scarlet flowers. This will become a general favorite for bedding effects. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

A new and very beautiful foliage plant from Singapore, which will become universally popular on account of the brilliant and exquisite coloring of its leaves, the beauty of its flowers and its extraordinarily easy growth and usefulness as a decorative plant. It surpasses the finest Coleus in exquisite coloring of the leaves, besides which the long racemes of lovely, violet blossoms with which the plant is covered in mid-Winter greatly enhance its value and beauty. 50 cents per dozen; $3.50 per hundred.
Sanseviera Zeylanica.

A New Decorative Plant of Great Beauty and Value.

A beautiful plant, splendidly adapted for the decoration of drawing-rooms or halls, as it stands drouth and dust with impunity, and requires scarcely any water. The leaves grow to a length of three or four feet and are beautifully striped cross-wise with broad, white variegations on a dark green ground. A rare and beautiful plant which should be abundantly grown for positions out of the reach of sunlight, where other plants will not thrive. When you consider that it can be placed in any position in any room and do well, its great usefulness is at once apparent. It has a singular beauty for decorative purposes which other plants do not possess, and is useful both Winter and Summer. Though grown mainly for the beauty of its foliage, it is by no means an insignificant flowering plant. It blooms usually during May and June, setting up great plumes like spikes a foot or more in length. The flowers are numerous and composed of long, narrow petals, which recurve gracefully, and are of a creamy white color.

It is difficult to find a more unique or ornamental plant than this, especially when it is in bloom. 40 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

SAXIFRAGA SARMENTOSA.

A handsome plant of low habit, leaves nearly round and striped freely with silver bands, blooms white, of great beauty and borne in spikes nearly twelve inches high. Fine for hanging baskets, vases, etc. 50 cents per dozen.

SMILAX.

For using as a green with cut flowers it has no equal, its hard texture enabling it to keep for several days without wilting after being cut. It is also fine as a parterre or window plant. 30 cents per dozen; $2.00 per hundred.

SOLANUM AZUREUM.

The Blue Solanum.—A pretty plant which inclines to a trailing or climbing habit, but can be pinched back to bush form. Large clusters of blue flowers, which are succeeded by scarlet berries which remain perfect a long time. 50 cents per dozen.

STEPHANOTIS FLORIBUNDA.

This is a well-known vine for house culture that is always scarce, being difficult of propagation. We have been fortunate to grow a stock of several thousand fine plants. It is a hardy woody vine, with thick, leathery leaves, bearing bunches of pure white flowers that are deliciously fragrant. Indeed, it is the most charming of all flowers. 60 cents per dozen; $4.00 per hundred; $35.00 per thousand.

Blue Spirea.

SPIREAS.

These are beautiful shrubs of easy culture. Very desirable for shrubberies or for planting on the lawn as single specimens.

Van Houtte.—The grandest of all the Spireas; it is a beautiful ornamental for the lawn at any season, but when in flower it is a complete fountain of white bloom, the foliage hardly showing. Clusters of twenty to thirty flat, white florets make up the raceme, and these clusters are set close along the drooping stems. Perfectly hardy and easily becomes about eighteen inches high.

New Crimson Spirea, Anthony Waterer.—This beautiful, new, crimson-flowered Spirea was introduced last year for the first time and receives its name from Mr. Goldring, of the famous Kew Gardens, said: "It is one of those exceptional novelties that occur only at rare intervals, adding in a conspicuous way to the rich and varied flora of our gardens. It outshines all the Spireas in brilliancy of color—a bright crimson. It is a rare gem." It makes a low, compact bush fifteen to eighteen inches high, and is covered nearly the whole growing season with large umbels of deep crimson flowers, which measure nearly a foot across. When scarcely three inches high it begins to bloom and thereafter is seldom out of flower. As a pot plant for growing in the open ground, nothing can equal it. Perfectly hardy, it is unquestionably one of the real meritorious plants that we cannot have too many of. We offer strong plants. 75 cents per dozen.

Blue Spirea (Caryopteris Mastacanthus).—Blue Spirea is a fitting name for the remarkable new, hardy plant. We add our recommendation to the strong endorsements given it by European horticultural journals. Too long deemed a rarity of a greenhouse plant. It comes to us from James Veitch & Son, England, which in itself is sufficient guarantee of its great value. It is certain to become popular with flower lovers everywhere, owing to the high decorative value of plant and flower. It is a sturdy, upright grower, and is extremely floriferous, plants from small pots blooming profusely and continuing to do so throughout the season until they reach a height and width of three feet. The dense flower-heads are of a rich lavender blue, a rare color among flowers. 40 cents per dozen; $5.50 per hundred.

Prunifolia.—Flowers like double small white Daisies, known as bridal Wreath. 75 cents per dozen.

EXCELSIOR PEARL TUBEROSE.

The Finest in Existence. All Blooming Bulbs.

Culture. Tuberoses may be grown indoors preliminary to planting them in open ground. Plant outdoors as soon as the ground becomes warm and all danger of frost is past. Plant two or three inches deep and six to eight inches apart in the row. They like rich soil and plenty of sun. If there is danger of frost before the flowers are done blooming in the fall, lift carefully with earth on the roots, plant in pots or boxes in a warm, light place, and they will continue to bloom for several weeks.

Dwarf Excelsior Pearl Tuberoses.—Year after year its popularity has increased until the demand for it has reached enormous proportions. It grows about eighteen inches high, blooms early and with the greatest freedom; matures perfectly. Flowers pure white, very double, of immense size and intensely sweet. This is the sweetest of all Tuberoses. Fine, extra large, well-ripened bulbs, all sure to bloom, 75 cents per hundred; $6.50 per thousand.
THUNBERGIA FRAGRANS.
A beautiful plant bearing profusely its flat, pure white, fragrant flowers as large as a silver dollar. Charming. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

THUNBERGIA HARRISII.
This has flowers that are in shape and size larger than those of the largest Gloxinia flowers. A lovely sky blue, with pure white throat. Everyone admires it who sees it. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

VERBENA.
Mammoth Flowering.—In this grand new strain has been developed a mammoth Verbena that produces uniformly magnificent large trusses, with flowers of unusual size and of a wide range of colors. The individual blossoms are frequently larger than a silver quarter. In fact, many are scarcely covered by a silver half dollar. Take a silver quarter and try to cover any of the single flowers of the corylv, and you will realize how magnificent in size are the single florets. The colors are varied, and embrace all desirable markings. 35 cents per dozen; $8.50 per hundred.

VINCA, MAJOR VARIEGATA.

Vinca. This is a beautiful variegated trailing vine, admirably adapted for hanging baskets and vases. The leaves are a glossy green, broadly margined a creamy white, flowers blue. More Vinca are employed in vase and basket work than all other vines combined. 50 cents per dozen; $2.50 per hundred.

NEW xxx GOLDSMITH.

GOLDSMITH was raised by Mr. H. L. Ragan, of our city. It is a sport from W. R. Smith. Those who are acquainted with this favorite—and nearly every one is—have a very good idea of the excellent character of this new variety. It differs only in color from W. R. Smith. There is a tint of light bronze in the yellow, and the flower makes a fine show.

PRICE, $2.00 PER DOZEN.

VIBURNUM OPLUS.
Snowball.—Attaining a height of eight feet. Produces its snow white flowers in large balls or masses in June. 75 cents per dozen.

VIBURNUM PLICATUM.
Japan Snowball.—A new variety of Snowball from Japan, and one of the grandest shrubs in existence. Growth upright and compact. Foliage olive green through the Summer, but toward the Fall it turns much darker and remains on the plants for some time after the first frosts. Flowers four to six inches across. 75 cents per dozen.

FRAGRANT VIOLETS.
Double White, Perpetual Flowering Violet, Swanley White, or Queen of Fragrance.—Of all the white Violets this is the best, either for pot culture in the house or bedded out. In pots it grows luxuriantly, and is loaded with flowers. It is not an uncommon sight to see as many as fifty large flowers open at once, presenting a beautiful sight, their delicious perfume filling a whole room. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Lady Hume Campbell.—A true ever-bloomer. This is one of the finest of all double blue Violets. It is simply wonderful the number of beautiful flowers it produces. In color it is a lovely shade of the richest intense blue. It is a charming contrast with the white variety. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

Hardy Russian.—This is the hardest of all Violets, deep, rich blue in color. A strong grower. You will have no trouble to grow this variety, as it thrives everywhere. 50 cents per dozen; $3.00 per hundred.

WEIGELAS.

Beautiful shrubs that bloom in June and July. The flowers are produced in so great profusion as almost entirely to hide the foliage. They are very desirable for the border or for grouping, and also as specimen plants for the lawn.

Price, 75 cents per dozen.

Rosea.—A most charming shrub. It cannot be too highly recommended. Flowers large and rose-colored, borne in such profusion that the whole plant appears a mass of lovely blooms.

Variegated-leaved.—Deep green leaves, broadly margined yellowish white. Very striking and pretty. Flowers same as above, but of smaller growth.

Candida.—This is the very best of all the white-flowered Weigelas. A strong, upright,crest grower. Flowers pure white and produced in great profusion in June, and continues to bloom through the entire Summer.

WISTARIA.
A popular hardy vine. It grows very rapidly, climbing to a height of fifty feet or more. Desirable for porches, trellises, etc., and when in full bloom is truly magnificent. It flowers in early Spring in long, drooping racemes, resembling in size and shape a bunch of grapes. 50 cents per dozen.